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Introduction

This book is written for IT professionals who want to earn the MCSE: Server Infrastructure 
certification for Windows Server 2012 R2. This certification requires that you’ve passed the 
following three exams, which have already earned you the MCSA: Windows Server 2012 
certification:

■■ 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012

■■ 70-411 Administering Windows Server 2012

■■ 70-412 Configuring Advanced Windows Server 2012 Services

Alternatively if you hold one of the qualifying certifications from the Windows Server 2008 
certification track, you can take the following exam in order to upgrade your existing certifi-
cation to the MCSA: Windows Server 2012:

■■ 70-417 Upgrading Your Skills to MCSA Windows Server 2012

The 70-417 exam is basically a consolidation of the three exams required for the MCSA 
certification, primarily focused on changes and new features. Once you’ve achieved the 
MCSA: Windows Server 2012 certification, two additional exams must be passed in order to 
gain the MCSE: Server Infrastructure certification:

■■ 70-413 Designing and Implementing a Server Infrastructure

■■ 70-414 Implementing an Advanced Server Infrastructure

This book is primarily focused on the 70-413 exam, which indicates a couple of things. You 
can safely assume that the knowledge tested in the first three exams contain some prereq-
uisite information for the 70-413 exams. In fact much of the content in this book (and the 
70-413 exam) will draw directly upon the information you’ve already learned, but will require 
you to utilize this knowledge specifically from a design perspective. One thing you should pay 
special attention to throughout this book are requirements, as they will often drive what you 
can and can’t do in certain situations.

As you are probably aware, the Windows Server 2012 R2 release introduced several major 
features, as well as updates and changes to existing features in Windows Server 2012. Both 
Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2 will be tested in the 70-413 exam, and 
you should be ready to answer questions asking which version is required to enable a certain 
feature.

The 70-413 exam tests your understanding of five domains and 20 objectives, encompass-
ing critical services and features that form the basis of an enterprise server infrastructure. 

For the purpose of this book, the focus is primarily on new features and capabilities in 
both Windows Server 2012 and Windows Server 2012 R2, though many of the core features 
and services have existed in previous versions of Windows Server. Because the 70-413 exam 
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is focused on the design phase of building an enterprise infrastructure, this book emphasizes 
the theory behind effective design—not the step-by-step or hands-on knowledge you’ll likely 
find in the other exams.

While we’ve made every effort to cover all of the information being tested in the 70-413 
exam, only the Microsoft exam team has access to the exam questions. This makes it impos-
sible to cover each question or exam topic individually. Additionally, Microsoft commonly 
adds new questions to the exam, and some of the technologies covered here (such as those 
pertaining to Microsoft Azure or Windows PowerShell) are receiving updates at an ever-
increasing frequency. For up-to-date information on these fast-moving technologies, both 
real-world and for the exam, use the resources provided by Microsoft at MSDN and TechNet.

This book is not a replacement for real-world experience; you will want to get your hands 
dirty and work with some of the services and tools covered in this book in order to fully 
understand how they function. If you don’t have a lab environment available for your use, 
TechNet offers virtual labs, which can be an indispensable tool for getting hands-on time with 
the roles and features.

Microsoft certifications

Microsoft certifications distinguish you by proving your command of a broad set of skills and 
experience with current Microsoft products and technologies. The exams and corresponding 
certifications are developed to validate your mastery of critical competencies as you design 
and develop, or implement and support, solutions with Microsoft products and technologies 
both on-premises and in the cloud. Certification brings a variety of benefits to the individual 
and to employers and organizations.

MORE INFO ALL MICROSOFT CERTIFICATIONS 

For information about Microsoft certifications, including a full list of available certifications, 
go to http://www.microsoft.com/learning/en/us/certification/cert-default.aspx.
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We want to hear from you

At Microsoft Press, your satisfaction is our top priority and your feedback is our most valuable 
asset. Please tell us what you think of this book at: 

http://aka.ms/tellpress

The survey is short, and we read every one of your comments and ideas. Thanks in 
advance for your input!

Stay in touch

Let’s keep the conversation going! We’re on Twitter: http://twitter.com/MicrosoftPress.

Preparing for the exam

Microsoft certification exams are a great way to build your resume and let the world know 
about your level of expertise. Certification exams validate your on-the-job experience and 
product knowledge. While there is no substitution for on-the-job experience, preparation 
through study and hands-on practice can help you prepare for the exam. We recommend 
that you round out your exam preparation plan by using a combination of available study 
materials and courses. For example, you might use the Exam Ref and another study guide for 
your “at home” preparation and take a Microsoft Official Curriculum course for the classroom 
experience. Choose the combination that you think works best for you.

http://aka.ms/tellpress
http://twitter.com/MicrosoftPress
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C H A P T E R  3

Design and implement 
network access services
With how integral to our business lives our computers, files, and applications have become, 
much of our daily work requires access to network resources. The obvious trade-off of this 
scenario is the potential of not being able to accomplish certain aspects of our daily routine 
without having access to the network resources we count on.

This chapter delves into the tools available in Windows Server 2012 R2 that allow you to 
provide network access to users who do not have physical access to your network. Several 
solutions are supported that will provide different types of access depending on the type 
of resource and security required. The remote access features available in Windows Server 
2012 R2 range from the traditional (VPN), to the modern (DirectAccess), to the cutting-edge 
(Web Application Proxy). Each of these features can be used in your enterprise to support a 
different kind of user, or you can pick and choose to meet the needs of your users.

A large part of the remote access discussion centers on security. Virtual private network 
(VPN) connections and remote access are particular areas of concern for security professionals 
because the purpose of the solution is to allow corporate resource access to users throughout 
the world. Ensuring that only authorized users access your network is key, and several tech-
niques to help your network to remain safe will be discussed. We also discuss how to protect 
your network clients, both internal and through VPN, by using Network Access Protection 
(NAP) and Network Policy Server (NPS).

Scalability is also a topic of interest for remote access, particularly when discussing site-
to-site VPN used to link corporate locations into a single logical network. Ensuring that your 
remote access solution is resilient and highly available is a crucial aspect of maintaining a 
corporate network that spans multiple locations.

Objectives in this chapter:
■■ Objective 3.1: Design a VPN solution

■■ Objective 3.2: Design a DirectAccess solution 

■■ Objective 3.3: Design a Web Application Proxy solution

■■ Objective 3.4: Implement a scalable remote access solution

■■ Objective 3.5: Design and implement a network protection solution
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Objective 3.1: Design a VPN solution

A VPN connection has been the solution for accessing resources on the corporate network 
while outside the bounds of the physical network. Several protocols are available for VPN 
communication, each with different levels of security and configuration requirements. Even 
though VPN has been around for years, do not mistake its longevity for obsolescence. Most 
corporations still use VPN solutions to support legacy or third-party clients, and will continue 
to do so for the foreseeable future.

One area that is relatively new to the discussion is the use of a VPN to connect to resources 
in Microsoft Azure. Using a site-to-site VPN, you can ensure secure communication between 
corporate resources in the cloud and on-premises resources. Service providers large and small 
can provide similar functionality to their customers—secure connectivity to their own appli-
cations—using the new multitenant site-to-site VPN feature in Windows Server 2012 R2.

This objective covers how to:
■■ Deploy certificates

■■ Configure firewalls

■■ Use client/site-to-site connections

■■ Understand bandwidth requirements

■■ Understand protocol implications

■■ Connect to Microsoft Azure IaaS

■■ Use the Connection Manager Administration Kit (CMAK) for VPN deployment 
configurations

Deploying certificates 
Several aspects of VPN configuration either have the option to use certificates to improve 
security or an outright requirement for certificates to be used. Three standard VPN tunneling 
protocols are supported by Windows Server 2012 R2: PPTP, L2TP, and SSTP. Each of these 
protocols supports certificate-based authentication and encryption of some sort, as shown in 
Table 3-1.

TABLE 3-1 VPN protocol support for certificate-based authentication and encryption

VPN protocol Authentication method

PPTP EAP-TLS

L2TP IPsec

SSTP SSL
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With certificate-based authentication, a key aspect is ensuring that the client trusts the 
server performing the authentication. There are multiple ways to achieve this trust relationship 
between client and server. For domain clients, an internal Certificate Authority (CA) allows you 
to configure computers to trust the corporate CA as well as enable autoenrollment for client 
certificates. If a public CA is used, a client-server trust typically exists already, but authentication 
using client certificates becomes difficult. A hybrid certificate deployment, in which your enter-
prise CA uses a root certificate from a trusted third party, allows you to combine the strengths 
of both options: automatic enrollment of domain members and inherent trust from external 
clients. Figure 3-1 shows an example of a hybrid certificate deployment.

Public CA CA01.contoso.com

contoso.com
Root Cert

Computer
Cert

Domain
Clients

Public
Clients

VPN01.contoso.com

FIGURE 3-1 A hybrid certificate deployment

Client certificate enrollment can be accomplished in a number of ways. Typically, Group 
Policy is used for clients to automatically obtain certificates from the CA without any user 
intervention or knowledge. For clients that are not domain members, web-based enrollment 
can be used to obtain the necessary certificates to authenticate.

EXAM TIP

Certificates are used heavily throughout remote access. Some use cases call for certificates 
issued by an internal enterprise CA; others are best served using a certificate from a public 
CA. Knowing when and where to use certificates from different CAs is critical.

Configuring firewalls
Firewall rule configuration is important for enabling VPN traffic to reach remote access 
servers on your network. In addition to allowing incoming traffic on these ports, there is the 
potential for remote access servers to also function as VPN clients for site-to-site connections. 
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In this case, outbound traffic on these ports might need to be enabled as well. Rules enabling 
client traffic to traverse internal firewalls should also be created when the remote access 
server is hosted in a perimeter network (also known as a demilitarized network or DMZ). 
Table 3-2 contains a list of the ports used for VPN connectivity.

TABLE 3-2 Network ports used by VPN protocols

Port Protocol Use

TCP 1723 PPTP PPTP tunnel

GRE (value 47) PPTP PPTP pass-through

UDP 500 L2TP IKEv1/IKEv2 (IPsec)

UDP 4500 L2TP IKEv1/IKEv2 (IPsec)

TCP 1701 L2TP L2TP tunnel

ESP (value 50) L2TP IPsec

TCP 443 SSTP SSTP tunnel

Besides the VPN protocols, various other protocols used for address translation and 
transition technologies might also need to be allowed to traverse the firewall. When using 
the 6to4 protocol, port 41 must be allowed through the edge firewall. If the public IPv6 
address space is used for remote access, both TCP port 50 and UDP port 500 must be allowed 
through to the remote access server.

Using client/site-to-site connections
Over the years, VPN connections have evolved from a technology primarily used to connect 
clients to their workplace into one often used to secure corporate traffic between locations. 
Through the use of site-to-site VPN, illustrated in Figure 3-2, Internet-based connectivity can 
be used instead of dedicated network infrastructure to allow network traffic between sites 
and branches.

Seattle

Los Angeles

New York

Atlanta

FIGURE 3-2 Site-to-site VPN allows you to link multiple sites into a single logical network
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Windows Server 2012 R2 extends the capabilities for VPN connectivity by allowing for 
multitenant site-to-site or remote access connectivity. This functionality is designed for 
hosting environments or service providers with a need to provide secure connectivity directly 
from remote clients to individual Hyper-V virtual networks or virtual local area networks 
(VLANs).

EXAM TIP

Multitenant site-to-site VPN is a crucial piece of the Microsoft hybrid cloud strategy and 
is a new feature in Windows Server 2012 R2. Windows 8.1 also introduces auto-triggered 
VPN, which can be used to allow modern apps to automatically make a VPN connection. 
These and other new remote access features can be seen on the exam. More information 
on new remote access features in Windows Server 2012 R2 and Windows 8.1 can be found 
here: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn383589.aspx.

Understanding bandwidth requirements
Some requirements for remote access are simply intuitive. The bandwidth requirements are 
proportional to the number of clients you expect to use the remote access solution and how 
heavy you expect the usage to be. Particular attention should be paid to the differentiation 
between upload and download speeds provided by your Internet connection. Because many 
Internet providers provide high download speeds with a fraction of the available upload 
bandwidth, it can become problematic for users trying to access resources from outside the 
corporate network.

When designing your VPN solution, consider the Internet connections available within 
each site and within the organization as a whole. If one site has a significantly more robust 
Internet connection (see the New York location in Figure 3-3), it might make sense to 
centralize remote access servers to that site. If remote access traffic is expected to be heavy, 
it might make sense to have a dedicated Internet connection for remote access purposes to 
provide optimal performance. Users of site-to-site VPN might consider the use of rate limiting 
to prevent the Internet connection from being saturated by VPN traffic.

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn383589.aspx
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Los Angeles New YorkDallas

50 mbps 20 mbps 100 mbps

FIGURE 3-3 The bandwidth available to individual sites might dictate where your VPN infrastructure 
should be deployed

Understanding protocol implications
Several factors contribute to the decision about which VPN protocols to support in an 
organization. Security is always important, and in remote access scenarios both the 
authentication process and the VPN tunnel must be considered. Compatibility with clients is 
another important point to evaluate because newer VPN protocols might not be supported 
by all VPN clients. Additionally, some protocols handle firewall and NAT traversal better than 
others, making them better suited for clients connecting through networks found in homes, 
hotels, or even coffee shops. Performance can also be affected by the choice of protocol and 
should be a key aspect of any remote access design process.

Security is an important aspect of your VPN infrastructure, largely because it bypasses any 
physical security measures you might have in place. As already stated, both the authentication 
process and the VPN tunnel must be secured. Each protocol handles these factors differently; 
although each offers strong security, understanding the differences and requirements is 
important. Point to Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP) supports Extensible Authentication 
Protocol-Transport Layer Security (EAP-TLS) authentication using certificates. Encryption of 
the PPTP tunnel is accomplished with Microsoft Point-to-Point Encryption (MPPE), which uses 
keys generated by the EAP-TLS authentication process. PPTP does not provide data confiden-
tiality, so data can be modified in transit without being discovered. Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol 
(L2TP)/Internet Protocol security (IPsec) relies on IPsec for authentication, data integrity, 
and encryption using Data Encryption Standard (DES) or Triple DES (3DES) with keys gener-
ated through the Internet Key Exchange (IKE) negotiation process. IPsec requires a public 
key infrastructure (PKI) to issue computer certificates for client-server authentication, adding 
some complexity to an L2TP/IPsec deployment. Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol (SSTP) relies 
on the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) for encryption, data integrity, and encapsulation while using 
EAP-TLS for authentication. Of the three traditional VPN protocols mentioned here, only SSTP 
supports two-factor authentication such as smart cards.
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For clients to connect to your VPN implementation, they must support the protocol you 
choose. SSTP supports only clients using Windows Vista Service Pack 1 (SP1) or later, making 
it the most restrictive of the three options. L2TP/IPsec and PPTP both support clients using 
Windows XP and later. 

Additional compatibility factors are the networking aspects of the three choices. The 
SSTP use of SSL makes it the best option for traversing Network Address Translation (NAT) 
or firewall devices. L2TP/IPsec supports NAT traversal, but might encounter problems on 
networks with more restrictive firewalls. PPTP requires a NAT device with a NAT editor 
capable of properly translating and routing the VPN tunnel.

Performance differences between the three VPN protocols discussed here have much to 
do with the type of encryption and encapsulation being used. Because PPTP uses the least 
amount of encryption and encapsulation, there is less overhead on both client and server to 
handle these processor-intensive operations. L2TP/IPsec encapsulates each packet four to six 
times, resulting in increased overhead on each end of the tunnel and making the processor 
performance of the remote access server critical.

Connecting to Microsoft Azure IaaS
Microsoft Azure enables you to connect your cloud-based virtual machines (VMs) and 
applications to your local network through the use of an Azure virtual network and site-to-
site VPN connectivity. This functionality is very similar to the multitenant site-to-site VPN con-
nectivity introduced in Windows Server 2012 R2. Not only can you name the connection and 
specify the VPN information but you can also configure local IP address pools and IP subnets. 
Point-to-site connectivity is also supported for scenarios in which only a few devices require 
connectivity to the virtual network, rather than an entire site.

A critical requirement for connecting your organization to an Azure virtual network is a 
public IPv4 address (public IPv6 addresses are not currently supported). A virtual network is 
configured using the Azure management portal, shown in Figure 3-4, or manually through 
the use of network configuration files.

Configuration of a virtual network using network configuration files typically involves 
exporting an existing virtual network configuration, making modifications to the XML file, and 
importing the network configuration file. Using manual configuration is an efficient way to 
rapidly deploy multiple virtual networks with similar configurations.

MORE INFO NETWORK CONFIGURATION FILES

Using network configuration files involves manually editing the XML files exported from 
the Azure management portal. More information on this process can be found here: http://
msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/jj156097.aspx.

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/jj156097.aspx
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/jj156097.aspx
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FIGURE 3-4 Site-to-site VPN can be used to create a private connection to a virtual network on Azure

EXAM TIP

Hybrid clouds and Azure are focal points in Windows Server 2012 and for Microsoft in 
general. Expect at least one question on connecting your corporate location to Azure using 
a site-to-site VPN.

Using the Connection Manager Administration Kit (CMAK) 
for VPN deployment configurations
The Connection Manager Administration Kit (CMAK) is a tool that allows an administrator 
to create a simplified method for users to create and initiate a VPN connection. By using 
CMAK, you can predefine the remote access server information, protocol options, and 
authentication method to be used. Even corporate branding and custom support numbers 
can be included. The result is a tool that can be made available to users to automate the VPN 
client configuration process.

CMAK is made available by installing the RAS Connection Manager Administration Kit 
(CMAK) feature in Windows Server 2012 and Windows 8. After it is installed, the Connection 
Manager Administration Kit Wizard (see Figure 3-5) guides you through the process 
of creating a Connection Manager profile. Options presented during the creation of a 
Connection Manager profile include configuring supported operating systems, naming for 
the profile and the executable, realm (domain) name, VPN connection types, proxy settings, 
and customization of graphics and support information.
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FIGURE 3-5 The Connection Manager Administration Kit Wizard is used to create a Connection Manager 
profile that users can use to configure their VPN connection

The end product of the Connection Manager Administration Kit Wizard is an executable 
file that automates the process of creating and configuring a connection profile for end 
users, requiring minimal user interaction and reducing the support workload. Distributing 
this executable file can be accomplished through Group Policy, physical media such as CD or 
USB storage, or through a corporate website. After the end user runs the executable, a VPN 
connection profile is created, as shown in Figure 3-6, allowing connection to the corporate 
network.

FIGURE 3-6 Users can easily create connection profiles using the executable created by CMAK
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Thought experiment
Designing a corporate VPN solution

In this thought experiment, apply what you’ve learned about this objective. You can 
find answers to these questions in the “Answers” section at the end of this chapter.

Your company is working toward implementing a single integrated network 
throughout the nationwide corporate footprint. Each branch site should connect 
back to the datacenter at corporate headquarters. Answer the following questions 
regarding how your corporation’s network unification goals can be achieved:

1. The first step of connecting sites throughout the country/region is to create a 
connection to the corporate datacenter. What type of VPN connection can be 
used for this scenario?

2. Your corporate network, including VPN connections, will be encrypted 
using IPsec. What type of CA should be used to provide certificates for IPsec 
authentication?

3. Remote clients with work-issued computers will use DirectAccess to connect to 
the corporate network. What firewall rules need to be configured to allow this 
traffic to the remote access server at corporate headquarters?

4. To increase flexibility, your CIO wants to explore the possibility of shifting some 
corporate application servers to the cloud. What capabilities are offered with 
Azure to enable cloud functionality while maintaining connectivity to on-premises 
resources and ensuring the security of your corporate data?

Objective summary
■■ Certificates are integral to securing VPN and remote access solutions, and can be 

used to authenticate users or computers with the remote access server. Depending on 
usage, either a public CA or an internal CA can be used.

■■ Some firewall configuration is required for VPN to allow the chosen protocol to reach 
the remote access server. Additional rules are required for 6to4 translation or use of 
public IPv6 addresses.

■■ VPNs can be created for either client-server or site-to-site communication, depending 
on the need. Windows Server 2012 R2 introduces the ability to support multitenant 
site-to-site VPNs for hosting providers to provide clients with secure access to their 
applications.

■■ Lack of necessary bandwidth to support the VPN workload can affect users and 
prevent access to corporate resources. Bandwidth should be considered during the 
design phase to determine which Internet connection to use and whether upgrades 
are needed.
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■■ Each VPN protocol has different strengths and weaknesses related to security, 
compatibility, and performance. They should be considered when choosing the 
protocol to support.

■■ Workloads in Azure can be connected to on-premises networks through the use of 
VPN and Azure-based virtual networks.

■■ CMAK is used to create VPN connection profiles for end users, which enable simple 
configuration of the VPN client for end users.

Objective review
Answer the following questions to test your knowledge of the information in this objective. 
You can find the answers to these questions and explanations of why each answer choice is 
correct or incorrect in the “Answers” section at the end of this chapter.

1. What type of server is required to use IPsec authentication?

A. Public CA

B. Enterprise CA

C. Stand-alone CA

D. Remote access server

2. Which firewall ports must be opened to enable L2TP traffic?

A. TCP 1701

B. TCP 1723

C. TCP 443

D. TCP 80

3. What feature in Windows Server 2012 R2 enables the deployment of a remote access 
solution allowing clients to connect directly to their own virtual networks within your 
datacenter?

A. Site-to-site VPN

B. Multisite VPN

C. Multitenant site-to-site

D. Microsoft Azure Virtual Network

4. Which VPN solution supports 3DES encryption?

A. PPTP

B. L2TP/IPsec

C. SSTP

D. All of the above
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5. Which VPN protocol supports smart cards for authentication?

A. PPTP

B. L2TP/IPsec

C. SSTP

D. All of the above

6. What is the primary advantage of SSTP over PPTP and L2TP/IPsec?

A. NAT traversal

B. Security

C. Performance

D. Client compatibility

7. Which is not part of the Azure virtual network creation process?

A. Private DNS addresses

B. On-premises IP address pool configuration

C. Local IP subnet definition

D. VPN server IP address

8. What is the purpose of CMAK?

A. Manage VPN connection permissions for users

B. Deploy and configure remote access servers

C. Create preconfigured VPN profiles for end users

D. Create a site-to-site VPN connection with an Azure virtual network

9. How is CMAK installed?

A. The Windows feature must be installed.

B. CMAK must be downloaded from the Microsoft website.

C. CMAK is included on the Windows Server 2012 installation media.

D. CMAK is installed by default on both Windows 8 and Windows Server 2012.

Objective 3.2: Design a DirectAccess solution 

DirectAccess is a remote access solution for Windows clients that allows for automatic, always-
on connections to the corporate network. Introduced in Windows Server 2008 R2, DirectAccess 
is an improved method of providing remote connectivity to domain-joined computers. Typically 
deployed in conjunction with a more traditional VPN option, DirectAccess supports only client 
operating systems using Windows 7 or later. In addition to providing clients the ability to 
remain connected to corporate resources while outside the scope of the company network, 
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DirectAccess provides the ability to join computers to the domain while outside the bounds of 
the physical network, and a means to manage computers while they are outside the corporate 
network.

A big aspect of DirectAccess has to do with requirements. DirectAccess in Windows Server 
2012 R2 is extremely flexible, capable of being configured in multiple topologies, and offers 
several new features. Each of these configuration topologies and features comes with its 
own set of requirements, which you will need to know to effectively design a DirectAccess 
deployment.

This objective covers how to:
■■ Understand DirectAccess deployment topology

■■ Migrate from Forefront UAG

■■ Use One-Time Password (OTP)

■■ Use enterprise Certificate Authority (CA) certificates

Understanding deployment topology
A major limitation of DirectAccess in Windows Server 2008 R2 was the inability to use the 
same server for both DirectAccess and traditional VPN through the use of routing and remote 
access. Windows Server 2012 unifies these capabilities in the Routing and Remote Access 
Service (RRAS) role.

Several of the new features in Windows Server 2012 have to do with support for different 
deployment topologies for DirectAccess. Windows Server 2008 R2 DirectAccess servers were 
required to have two network connections: one to the public Internet and one to the private 
network. Windows Server 2012 supports placement of remote access servers behind a NAT 
device and removes the requirement for multiple network connections. This greatly increases 
the flexibility of your network topology when planning for placement of your remote access 
server. Figure 3-7 shows the difference between these two topologies and exemplifies the 
increased flexibility offered by placing the DirectAccess server behind a NAT device.

Topologies featuring connectivity to both internal and external networks are still 
supported, but they are no longer the only option. The network topology can be configured 
in the Remote Access Server Setup Wizard, shown in Figure 3-8. Windows Server 2012 also 
removes the requirement for multiple public IPv4 addresses. ISATAP for IPv6 to IPv4 address 
translation is not supported with DirectAccess.
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DirectAccess Server
Two public IPV4 addresses
(Windows Server 2008 R2)

DirectAccess Server
Private IPV4 address

(Windows Server 2012)

NAT deviceEdge firewall

FIGURE 3-7 DirectAccess in Windows Server 2008 R2 required a direct connection to the Internet and at 
least two public IP addresses; Windows Server 2012 supports deployment behind a NAT device, adding 
much needed flexibility to the deployment topology

FIGURE 3-8 Windows Server 2012 supports placement of a remote access server behind a NAT device
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Windows Server 2012 introduced support for Network Load Balancing (NLB) for remote 
access servers, which allows you to provide high availability in your remote access as well as 
improve scalability for large implementations.

In addition to the requirements for DirectAccess changing in Windows Server 2012, 
different topologies also have unique requirements. A single remote access server deployed 
using the Getting Started Wizard supports only clients running Windows 8 Enterprise or 
Windows 8.1 Enterprise. PKI is not required for a single remote access server deployed using 
the wizard, but two-factor authentication is not supported. DirectAccess clients cannot be 
configured in force tunnel mode (shown in Figure 3-9) when deployed using the Getting 
Started Wizard, resulting in only traffic destined for the corporate network being routed 
through the DirectAccess connection.

DirectAccess Client
Contoso

Corporate Datacenter

www.fabrikam.com

Force Tunnel Mode

No Force Tunnel

FIGURE 3-9 Force tunnel mode requires all traffic to go through the DirectAccess server and the 
associated corporate infrastructure; without force tunnel mode, only traffic destined for the corporate 
network goes through the DirectAccess connection

When a single remote access server is deployed using the Remote Access Setup Wizard, 
several requirements are different than when the Getting Started Wizard is used. (The two 
configuration options are shown in Figure 3-10.) Clients running Windows 7 or later are 
supported in this scenario, and a PKI is a requirement. Force tunnel mode is supported, but 
not when using KerbProxy authentication.

A multisite DirectAccess deployment enables automatic site selection for Windows 8–based 
VPN clients. However, Windows 7 clients can be configured to connect only to a single site. 
Multisite DirectAccess requires both IPv6 and a PKI.

http://www.fabrikam.com
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FIGURE 3-10 The two wizards presented in the Configure Remote Access page offer very different end 
results

EXAM TIP

The topology changes in DirectAccess are reason enough for many users to start 
implementing DirectAccess in their organizations. Support for a DirectAccess server behind 
a NAT device was introduced in Windows Server 2012, so make sure you understand the 
differences between the options.

Migrating from Forefront UAG
Migration from an existing Forefront Unified Access Gateway (UAG) DirectAccess server to a 
Windows Server 2012 R2 remote access server is supported, but there are several steps in the 
migration process that you should know. Two migration methods are supported: a side-by-
side migration allows you to continue to serve clients throughout the migration process; an 
offline migration results in some downtime. Side-by-side migrations add complexity because 
some duplication of configuration options is required (such as fully qualified domain names 
[FQDNs] and IP addresses) because these settings must be unique to each server.
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Prior to beginning the migration of your DirectAccess configuration, there are three 
prerequisites. First, the Forefront UAG server must be at SP1 before you can perform a 
migration. Also, ISATAP is not supported on the internal network, so it is recommended that 
native IPv6 be used. Finally, if the UAG server is also operating as a Network Policy Server 
(NPS) for Network Access Protection (NAP), this function cannot operate on the same server 
as the remote access server.

A side-by-side migration from Forefront UAG to a Windows Server 2012 remote access 
server involves exporting the DirectAccess settings using the Forefront UAG export feature, 
reconfiguring DirectAccess Group Policy Objects (GPOs), configuring new infrastructure and 
server settings, and deploying DirectAccess. Side-by-side migrations allow you to provide 
continuous DirectAccess service throughout the migration, which can be untenable for 
organizations requiring full-time availability from their DirectAccess servers. A side-by-side 
configuration adds complexity in the duplication required by supporting services and net-
work configuration. FQDNs of the servers must be unique, as do IP addresses. Because both 
DirectAccess servers coexist for a time, these settings cannot be reused in a side-by-side 
migration, as shown in Figure 3-11. Due to the changes in the server’s FQDN, certificates must 
be reissued for the new servers as well.

DirectAccess Client Edge Firewall

Forefront UAG SP1
DA01.contoso.com
192.168.0.100

Windows Server 2012
DirectAccess
DA01.contoso.com
198.168.0.101

DirectAccess Client Edge Firewall

Forefront UAG SP1
DA01.contoso.com
192.168.0.100

Windows Server 2012
DirectAccess
DA01.contoso.com
198.168.0.101

FIGURE 3-11 A side-by-side migration from Forefront UAG results in both the FQDN and IP address of 
the remote access server changing, which in turn requires that new certificates be issued
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An offline migration involves configuring the new remote access server and reconfiguring 
the necessary GPOs. Offline migrations require some downtime because the new servers will 
typically reuse the same FQDN, IP address, and certificates, resulting in a trade-off between the 
procedural ease of the transition and the required downtime. Figure 3-12 shows an example of 
an offline migration, in which the Windows Server 2012 DirectAccess server is brought online 
and configured only after the Forefront UAG server is disconnected.

DirectAccess Client Edge Firewall

Forefront UAG SP1
DA01.contoso.com
192.168.0.100

Windows Server 2012
DirectAccess
DA01.contoso.com
198.168.0.100

DirectAccess Client Edge Firewall

Forefront UAG SP1
DA01.contoso.com
192.168.0.100

Windows Server 2012
DirectAccess
DA01.contoso.com
198.168.0.100

FIGURE 3-12 An offline migration simplifies the process as the FQDN, IP address, and certificate can be 
reused; downtime is required, however

MORE INFO MIGRATING FROM FOREFRONT UAG

Migrating from Forefront UAG to Windows Server 2012 DirectAccess is a complex process. 
For complete instructions on the full process, go to http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/hh831658.aspx.

Using One-Time Password (OTP)
DirectAccess in Windows Server 2012 supports One-Time Password (OTP) two-factor 
authentication, providing increased security for remote access connections. Two-factor 
authentication was supported in Windows Server 2008 R2, but only by using smart cards. 
Support for OTP vendor solutions such as RSA SecurID enables existing enterprise security 

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh831658.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/hh831658.aspx
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systems to be used in conjunction with DirectAccess. DirectAccess also can be used 
with Trusted Platform Module (TPM)–based virtual smart cards to perform two-factor 
authentication. The option for OTP can be selected in the Authentication page of the Remote 
Access Server Setup Wizard, as shown in Figure 3-13. Windows 7 clients support DirectAccess 
with OTP authentication, but must use the DirectAccess Connectivity Assistant (DCA) 2.0.

To support OTP, an internal PKI must be available to issue certificates to DirectAccess cli-
ents. A Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) server must also be configured 
to perform authentication. (RADIUS will be discussed in more detail in Objective 3.5).

FIGURE 3-13 Two-factor authentication using OTP can be configured for remote access connections

MORE INFO PKI AND CERTIFICATE CONFIGURATION FOR OTP

For specifics on configuration of certificate templates, enrollment, and CA configuration 
for OTP, visit this page: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj134161.aspx.

Using enterprise Certificate Authority (CA) certificates
Certificates are central to several aspects of DirectAccess, and a PKI is required for some 
features such as OTP or smart card authentication. You must also have a PKI in place to 
support Windows 7 clients or to use a force tunnel configuration. Although many aspects 
of DirectAccess require certificates, it is no longer a requirement of DirectAccess as a whole 
in Windows Server 2012, which is a significant change from DirectAccess in Windows Server 
2008 R2.

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj134161.aspx
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With DirectAccess, both the remote access server (IP-HTTPS) and the network location 
server require certificates. IP-HTTPS requires an HTTPS website certificate configured with the 
public IPv4 address or FQDN of the remote access server. The Certificate Revocation List (CRL) 
distribution point for the certificate issued for IP-HTTPS must be available to external clients, 
either by using a certificate issued by a public CA or by making the CRL from an internal CA 
available from outside the corporate network. The network location server also requires a 
website certificate, but because the network location server will be available only to clients 
already accessing the internal network, the CRL used to validate this certificate needs to be 
available only to the internal network.

MORE INFO DIRECTACCESS CERTIFICATE REQUIREMENTS

For information on the certificate prerequisites for the different DirectAccess deployment 
topologies, visit: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn464273.aspx. For more 
detail on the certificate needs of individual servers in your DirectAccess infrastructure, 
visit: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj134148.aspx.

Thought experiment
Planning a DirectAccess deployment

In this thought experiment, apply what you’ve learned about this objective. You can 
find answers to these questions in the “Answers” section at the end of this chapter.

You have been tasked with briefing management on the options available for 
improving your corporate remote access solution. Of specific importance are the 
security and manageability of remote clients. Management also wants to know the 
best method for migrating from the existing DirectAccess solution on a Forefront 
UAG server.

1. One of the questions presented to you by corporate management has to do 
with the requirements for managing remote clients through DirectAccess. Can 
remote management through DirectAccess be enabled without permitting 
remote access to resources in the corporate network? How would you configure 
DirectAccess for only remote management?

2. A key requirement of any remote access solution is the ability to limit the clients 
that can connect remotely as well as the application servers that they can access 
remotely. Are these options configurable using DirectAccess in Windows Server 
2012 R2?

3. What options are available for migrating from the Forefront UAG DirectAccess 
server? Are there any benefits of using one method over the other? What 
similarities are there in the two procedures?

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dn464273.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj134148.aspx
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Objective summary
■■ In addition to supporting both DirectAccess and traditional VPN solutions on the 

same server, Windows Server 2012 improves the flexibility of the network location of 
the remote access server. Deployment behind a NAT device is now fully supported in 
Windows Server 2012.

■■ Two methods of migration from a Forefront UAG–based DirectAccess deployment 
are supported. A side-by-side migration eliminates downtime due to the migration, 
but requires duplication of FQDNs and IP addresses; an offline migration provides a 
simplified deployment, but requires some downtime.

■■ OTP support allows third-party OTP solutions to be integrated with your remote access 
solution. Virtual smart cards enabled by TPM chips are also supported.

■■ Although DirectAccess does not require a PKI in Windows Server 2012, different 
topologies and features require that a PKI be implemented. Additionally, both 
IP-HTTPS and the network location server require website certificates to be validated 
by DirectAccess clients.

Objective review
Answer the following questions to test your knowledge of the information in this objective. 
You can find the answers to these questions and explanations of why each answer choice is 
correct or incorrect in the “Answers” section at the end of this chapter.

1. Which of the following remote access configuration options is used to enable 
placement of the DirectAccess server behind a NAT device? (Choose all that apply.)

A. Edge topology

B. Behind an edge device (with two network adapters)

C. Behind an edge device (with one network adapter)

D. DirectAccess for remote management only

2. Which options are not available when DirectAccess is configured using the Getting 
Started Wizard? (Choose all that apply.)

A. Force tunnel mode

B. Two-factor authentication

C. Placement behind an edge device

D. DirectAccess for remote management only
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3. Which of the following is a newly supported method of authentication for DirectAccess 
in Windows Server 2012? (Choose all that apply.)

A. OTP

B. Smart card

C. User name and password

D. Virtual smart card

4. What prerequisite must be met before migrating from a Forefront UAG DirectAccess 
server to one based on Windows Server 2012?

A. Public and private IPv6 support.

B. Forefront UAG SP1 must be installed.

C. A PKI must be deployed.

D. Additional public IPv4 addresses must be available.

5. What benefit is provided by performing a side-by-side migration from Forefront UAG 
DirectAccess to Windows Server 2012?

A. IP addresses and FQDNs can be reused.

B. The migration process is automated.

C. New certificates do not need to be issued.

D. No downtime is required.

6. What requirement must be met for Windows 7 clients to use OTP for authentication to 
DirectAccess?

A. PKI

B. DCA 2.0

C. RADIUS

D. Windows 7 SP1

7. Which of the following certificate requirements is best served by a certificate issued 
from a public CA?

A. Client computer certificate for IPsec

B. Server computer certificate for IPsec

C. SSL certificate for a network location server

D. SSL certificate for an IP-HTTPS server
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Objective 3.3: Design a Web Application Proxy 
solution

As cloud-based applications become more prolific, there is a need to provide similar 
flexibility with on-premises applications that reside within the corporate network. Although a 
solution such as DirectAccess provides simplified connectivity to internal network resources, 
DirectAccess is not a good fit when multiple device types or non-domain-joined computers 
are used.

Web Application Proxy is a new feature in Windows Server 2012 R2 that allows you to 
provide access to web applications within your internal corporate network through the use 
of a reverse proxy. Authentication requests can be passed from the Web Application Proxy to 
internal web applications to provide access to client devices that might not otherwise be able 
to gain access to resources on the corporate network.

The Web Application Proxy feature makes heavy use of Active Directory Federation 
Services (AD FS) and was previously known as AD FS 2.0 proxy. AD FS is covered in the 70-414 
exam, as is the integration between Web Application Proxy and AD FS, but you need to know 
the basics for this exam as well.

This objective covers how to:
■■ Plan for applications

■■ Use authentication and authorization

■■ Use Workplace Join

■■ Use devices

■■ Use multifactor authentication

■■ Use multifactor access control

■■ Use Single Sign-On (SSO)

■■ Use certificates

■■ Plan access for internal and external clients

Planning for applications
The process of making web applications available through Web Application Proxy is known 
as publishing. Published applications can be accessed by remote clients using a number of 
different methods, including a standard web browser, Microsoft Office applications, or a 
Windows Store app. The device used does not require any additional software to access the 
application, and it does not have to be joined to the Active Directory domain.

A primary role of a Web Application Proxy is to facilitate authentication between the 
remote client and the application. Several forms of application authentication can be used 
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through Web Application Proxy, including claims-based, integrated Windows authentication; 
Microsoft Office Forms Based Authentication (MS-OFBA); and OAuth 2.0 authentication from 
Windows Store apps. Some examples of applications that can be published through Web 
Application Proxy are Microsoft SharePoint Server, Microsoft Exchange Server, and Microsoft 
Lync Server.

Using authentication and authorization
Authentication, which is the primary functionality offered by Web Application Proxy, affects 
the publication process significantly. Web Application Proxy also provides an additional layer 
in the authentication and authorization process for external clients, allowing you to limit 
access to applications from outside the network to only clients meeting certain requirements.

Access to a web application through a Web Application Proxy is enabled using AD FS. The 
connection to an AD FS server is configured using the Web Application Proxy Configuration 
Wizard, as shown in Figure 3-14. Preauthentication occurs to prevent any unauthorized traffic 
from reaching the internal web application. Several security mechanisms can be used to 
provide authentication and authorization to published web applications, many of which are 
discussed throughout this chapter.

FIGURE 3-14 AD FS is used to perform the authentication process for Web Application Proxy
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Preauthentication in Web Application Proxy comes in two forms: AD FS preauthentication 
and pass-through preauthentication. With AD FS preauthentication, a user is required to 
authenticate in some way prior to accessing the application, ensuring that only authorized 
users can reach the application. AD FS preauthentication is required for applications to make 
use of Workplace Join and multifactor authentication, both of which are discussed in this 
chapter.

Pass-through authentication does not require any user interaction before being directed 
to the application. In most cases, pass-through authentication is used only when the 
application performs authentication and authorization.

Using Workplace Join
A new feature in both Windows Server 2012 R2 and Windows 8.1, Workplace Join allows 
devices to be registered with the Active Directory Domain Services (AD DS) using the Device 
Registration Service (DRS) with AD FS. To support the DRS, the Active Directory Forest 
must be at the Windows Server 2012 R2 functional level, a process that extends the Active 
Directory schema to contain references to registered devices.

To enable the DRS, you must run the Initialize-ADDeviceRegistration command once 
for the forest from a federation server. The Enable-AdfsDeviceRegistration command must 
also be run once on each federation server. The DRS is automatically published to the 
Web Application Proxy when the proxy is deployed to make it available to external users. 
If the DRS is enabled after the Web Application Proxy has been deployed, you can run the 
Update-WebApplicationProxyDeviceRegistration command on the Web Application Proxy 
server to publish the DRS and make it available to external users.

Both Windows 8.1 and iOS devices can be connected using Workplace Join. By requiring 
registered users within AD FS (see Figure 3-15), device registration using Workplace Join can 
be configured as a requirement for accessing published applications.
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FIGURE 3-15 Configuring AD FS to require registration

Using devices
One of the major benefits of using Web Application Proxy is that it enables you to allow users 
to access internal web applications using whatever device they have available, whether it be 
a company-issued laptop or tablet, or even a personal device. The risk of allowing personal 
and unmanaged devices to connect to the corporate network is mitigated because an internal 
network connection is not required. As mentioned in the previous section, only Windows 8.1 
and iOS devices currently support Workplace Join.

Using multifactor authentication
In addition to being able to limit access to applications to only those devices that are 
connected using Workplace Join, Web Application Proxy can require multifactor authenti-
cation through the use of certificates, smart cards, or OTP. Workplace Join is also a form of 
multifactor authentication because the device must be registered in addition to the user 
providing credentials.
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Using multifactor access control
With AD FS preauthentication in Windows Server 2012 R2, access control can be managed 
using multiple factors such as user, device, location, or authentication data. Any of these claim 
types can be required to gain access to applications through the Web Application Proxy. 
For example, you could configure a multifactor access control policy to require members of 
certain Active Directory groups to perform authentication using a smart card before gaining 
access to an application through the Web Application Proxy.

Using Single Sign-On (SSO)
A Web Application Proxy can provide Single Sign-On (SSO) only if the Web Application Proxy 
is a member of an Active Directory domain. AD FS preauthentication is used to allow SSO 
to published applications. After a user authenticates to the Web Application Proxy, AD FS 
attaches an SSO cookie to further requests, ensuring that the user continues to have access to 
published applications.

EXAM TIP

There are many similarities between some of the different authentication types available 
for use with AD FS and Web Application Proxy. You should have a good understanding of 
the options and how they differ.

Using certificates
Web Application Proxy depends heavily on SSL certificates to secure traffic with remote 
clients. Because these clients are not required to be domain joined, the certificates used are 
usually issued by an external CA. Single-name certificates, subject alternative name (SAN) 
certificates, and wildcard certificates are supported. Multiple certificates might be required to 
support multiple published applications.

In addition to the Web Application Proxy server, AD FS relies on certificates for the services 
it provides. The certificates used for AD FS must also be from an external CA. AD FS requires 
a SAN certificate because both the <federation service name>.<domain suffix> and 
enterpriseregistration.<domain suffix> FQDNs must be supported.

Planning access for internal and external clients
The intent of deploying Web Application Proxy is to enable external clients to access internal 
web applications. Using FQDNs that resolve to the application internally and the Web Appli-
cation Proxy externally enables users to access their applications without having to remember 
a unique external URL. Web Application Proxy can facilitate this process through the use of 
URL translation, shown in Figure 3-16, which is configured during the application publishing 
process.
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sharepoint.contoso.com

Web Application Proxy

sharepoint.contoso.com

SP01.contoso.com

FIGURE 3-16 URL translation is used to allow users to access applications using the same URL from both 
internal and external clients

EXAM TIP

Web Application Proxy is one of the important new features in Windows Server 2012 R2. 
You should have a solid grasp of the requirements for the feature, the different options 
available, and how these options affect potential users and devices.

Thought experiment
Planning a Web Application Proxy deployment

In this thought experiment, apply what you’ve learned about this objective. You can 
find answers to these questions in the “Answers” section at the end of this chapter.

Your company is considering allowing users to access web applications hosted with-
in the corporate network using devices they have available. Answer the following 
questions for the corporate management team regarding Web Application Proxy:

1. Is there a way to allow access to internal web applications from devices that are 
not domain joined, but still require a device registration process? What limita-
tions should be in place if you implement such a solution?

2. Passwords and other authentication methods can be problematic and 
awkward on tablet devices. We certainly want users to authenticate to our 
web applications, but allowing them to authenticate once and then access any 
application they have access to would be the best solution. Are there capabilities 
to do this using Web Application Proxy? What requirements would have to be 
met for SSO?

3. What certificate needs are introduced by implementing Web Application Proxy? 
Can these needs be met using an internal CA?
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Objective summary
■■ Web Application Proxy provides external clients with access to internal web 

applications enabled through the publishing process.

■■ AD FS is used to provide multiple authentication methods for Web Application Proxy.

■■ Applications published in Web Application Proxy are accessible through a standard 
web browser, Microsoft Office applications, or Windows Store apps.

■■ Web Application Proxy supports AD FS preauthentication, which allows you to ensure 
that clients are allowed to access an application prior to serving the application. AD FS 
preauthentication also allows you to use Workplace Join and multifactor authentication.

■■ Workplace Join can be used with Web Application Proxy to provide access only to 
devices that have completed the registration process.

■■ Any device with a web browser can access applications through the Web Application 
Proxy, although only Windows 8.1 and iOS devices support Workplace Join.

■■ Multifactor authentication can be used with AD FS preauthentication to require 
authentication by using certificates, smart cards, or OTP.

■■ Multifactor access control allows you to design policies to gain more control over the 
authentication process through a Web Application Proxy.

■■ Published applications can make use of SSO within Web Application Proxy.

■■ To secure communication with external clients, certificates from an external CA are 
required for the Web Application Proxy and AD FS servers.

■■ Web Application Proxy uses URL translation to allow both internal and external clients 
to access applications using a consistent FQDN.

Objective review
Answer the following questions to test your knowledge of the information in this objective. 
You can find the answers to these questions and explanations of why each answer choice is 
correct or incorrect in the “Answers” section at the end of this chapter.

1. Which service does Web Application Proxy interact with to perform authentication?

A. AD FS

B. AD DS

C. AD CS

D. AD FS Proxy
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2. What is required of a device to access an application through a Web Application 
Proxy?

A. Membership in an Active Directory domain

B. Registration through Workplace Join

C. Windows 8.1 operating system

D. Web browser, Microsoft Office application, or compatible Windows 8.1 app

3. Which of the following relies exclusively on the application to authenticate users?

A. AD FS preauthentication

B. SSO

C. Pass-through authentication

D. Multifactor access control

4. What benefits are offered by using Workplace Join as an authentication method for a 
Web Application Proxy? (Choose all that apply.)

A. It does not require devices to be domain members.

B. It allows the use of any device with a web browser.

C. It requires device registration.

D. It ensures that devices meet corporate security requirements.

5. Which operating systems support Workplace Join? (Choose all that apply.)

A. Windows 8

B. iOS

C. Windows 8.1

D. UNIX

6. What allows you to require members of a specific group to authenticate using a 
smart card?

A. SSO

B. Workplace Join

C. Multifactor authentication

D. Multifactor access control

7. What are the requirements to use SSO with Web Application Proxy?

A. The client must be connected using Workplace Join.

B. The client must be joined to the domain.

C. The Web Application Proxy server must be domain joined.

D. The client must be using a Windows 8.1 or iOS device.
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8. What aspect of Web Application Proxy allows both internal and external clients to 
access applications using the same URL?

A. DNS CNAME records

B. URL translation

C. Pass-through authentication

D. Workplace Join

Objective 3.4: Implement a scalable remote access 
solution

As businesses rely more extensively on remote access solutions, it is important to know the 
options available to increase scalability and fault tolerance for remote access. Whether you 
support traditional VPN services, site-to-site connectivity, DirectAccess, or Web Application 
Proxy, reliability and performance are critical. Fortunately, Windows Server 2012 R2 includes 
capabilities to support high availability and expansion of the remote access services 
throughout your enterprise.

This objective covers how to:
■■ Configure site-to-site VPNs

■■ Configure packet filters

■■ Implement packet tracing

■■ Implement multisite remote access

■■ Configure remote access clustered with Network Load Balancing (NLB)

■■ Implement an advanced DirectAccess solution

■■ Configure multiple RADIUS server groups and infrastructure

■■ Configure Web Application Proxy for clustering

Configuring site-to-site VPNs
Site-to-site VPN meets many of the requirements formerly met only through dedicated 
network connectivity between corporate locations. Through site-to-site VPN connections, an 
enterprise can link multiple physical locations across the globe into a single logical network, 
which improves access to applications, shared resources, and services critical to the corporate 
infrastructure. As mentioned earlier in this chapter, site-to-site VPN connections can also be 
used to create a secure tunnel to cloud services such as Azure. Windows Server 2012 supports 
either the PPTP or L2TP/IPsec protocol for creation of site-to-site connections, with all the 
implications related to security and performance applying.
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Site-to-site VPN can be enabled through the Remote Access Management Console 
by clicking the Enable Site-to-Site VPN link in the Tasks panel. After the configuration is 
complete, the RRAS has to be restarted.

Configuring packet filters
Packet filters are similar to network firewall rules in that they are used to restrict certain 
types of network traffic. The Routing and Remote Access console allows you to manage the 
types of network traffic allowed to traverse a network interface. Both inbound and outbound 
filters can be configured, and IPv4 and IPv6 traffic are both supported. Packet filters can be 
configured to pass or drop packets that meet the configured filters.

To configure packet filters, navigate to the General node under either IPv4 or IPv6 in 
the Routing and Remote Access console. Within the properties for a network interface are 
buttons labeled Inbound Filters and Outbound Filters. The Inbound Filters window is shown in 
Figure 3-17.

FIGURE 3-17 Inbound packet filters are used to control the flow of traffic through a remote access server

MORE INFO PACKET FILTERING

For more detailed directions on configuring packet filters in the Routing and Remote Access 
console, visit: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd469754(v=WS.10).aspx.

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/dd469754(v=WS.10).aspx
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Implementing packet tracing
Packet tracing enables troubleshooting of network connections by logging traffic, which 
can be monitored and analyzed to pinpoint configuration problems. Packet tracing can be 
enabled in the Dashboard section of the Remote Access Management Console by clicking the 
Start Tracing link in the Tasks panel, which displays the window shown in Figure 3-18. New 
logs can be created, existing logs can be appended to, and existing logs can be overwritten 
using circular logging. Packet tracing is useful for troubleshooting network or firewall 
problems, or for tracking security concerns.

Packet tracing is resource-intensive, using both processor and storage resources. The 
tracing feature should be enabled only for troubleshooting purposes and should be disabled 
after diagnostics are complete.

FIGURE 3-18 Packet tracing can be used to create log files detailing remote access traffic

Implementing multisite remote access
A multisite remote access deployment enables users to connect directly to any site containing 
a remote access server configured as an entry point. The decision about which site to connect 
to can be fully automatic for Windows 8 clients, it can be the site with the best possible 
connectivity (as shown in Figure 3-19), or the user can be allowed to decide which site to use. 
Even a global load balancer can be used for users to be automatically directed to another 
site if one site is unavailable. Windows 7 users are restricted to a single site, so if the remote 
access server at the predefined site is unavailable, they must wait until the remote access 
server returns to service.
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Multisite remote access can be used to deploy endpoints to every corporate location or 
only those that serve as central hubs. In addition to providing optimal performance between 
remote users and the remote access server, consider the location of corporate resources 
being accessed through the remote access connection; it might affect your deployment of 
remote access endpoints through your corporate infrastructure.

Seattle

Los Angeles

New York

Atlanta

Sacramento

FIGURE 3-19 Multisite remote access makes possible automatic connection to the location with the best 
connectivity

There are a couple of requirements for multisite remote access. First, Web Application 
Proxy cannot be installed on the same remote access server. IPsec authentication must 
be configured for the remote access server, and both the network location server and the 
IP-HTTPS server must use certificates from a CA (they cannot be self-signed).

Two wizards govern the use of multisite remote access. The Enable Multisite Deployment 
Wizard is used to configure the initial multisite deployment, including the selection of the 
first entry point for the multisite deployment. During multisite deployment, you can configure 
global load balancing and support for Windows 7 clients. Additional entry points are created 
through the Add An Entry Point Wizard, which is run on the DirectAccess server being added.

Configuring remote access clustered with NLB
To provide high availability, remote access can be configured as an NLB cluster. Prior to 
configuring NLB for remote access, the NLB feature must be installed using the Add Roles 
And Features Wizard.

Executing the Enable Load Balancing Wizard allows you to specify IPv4 and IPv6 
prefixes for use with the NLB cluster. Because each server in the NLB cluster must be able 
to authenticate as the IP-HTTPS server, the HTTPS certificate must be deployed to each server 
in the cluster.

MORE INFO IMPLEMENTING NLB FOR DIRECTACCESS

For complete details on deploying DirectAccess in an NLB cluster, visit http://technet.
microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj134175.aspx.

http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj134175.aspx
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/jj134175.aspx
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Implementing an advanced DirectAccess solution
Upon initial deployment of a remote access server, you have the choice of running a Getting 
Started Wizard or the Remote Access Setup Wizard. Although the Getting Started Wizard 
helps you get DirectAccess up and running with minimal effort, it does not give you the op-
tions required to configure the more advanced aspects of DirectAccess and does not support 
implementing these options at a later date without completely reconfiguring DirectAccess.

If you plan to use OTP or smart cards for authentication immediately or in the future, you 
must use the Remote Access Setup Wizard because the CA must be configured as well as 
RADIUS and certificates for OTP. The same is true for multisite DirectAccess: If not configured, 
using the Remote Access Setup Wizard multisite is not supported, and the DirectAccess server 
must be reconfigured. Support for Windows 7 also requires configuration using the Remote 
Access Setup Wizard because support for Windows 7 clients also requires computer certifi-
cates issued by a root or intermediate CA. NAP enforcement and RADIUS authentication are 
also enabled with the Remote Access Setup Wizard.

Configuring multiple RADIUS server groups and 
infrastructure
Both DirectAccess and traditional VPN connections can be authenticated through a RADIUS 
server such as a Windows Server 2012 R2–based NPS. RADIUS gives you increased control 
over the authentication process through policies and centralized management, and it also 
allows you to use other authentication types such as OTP with Web Application Proxy.

Another benefit of using RADIUS for authentication is the ability to manage authentication 
traffic, distributing it across a RADIUS server group. The Remote Access Setup Wizard allows 
for RADIUS authentication on the VPN Configuration page. One or more RADIUS servers 
can be configured and prioritized in a list. RADIUS server groups can then be configured, 
as shown in Figure 3-20, to handle these authentication requests as they are routed to the 
RADIUS servers. (NPS and RADIUS are discussed in more detail in Objective 3.5.)

FIGURE 3-20 RADIUS server groups are used to load balance, prioritize, and provide high availability for 
RADIUS authentication
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Configuring Web Application Proxy for clustering
To provide optimal performance and high availability, it might be necessary to deploy 
multiple Web Application Proxy servers. Configuration information for Web Application 
Proxy servers is stored within AD FS. Additional Web Application Proxy servers are configured 
automatically using this configuration information during deployment through the use of the 
Web Application Proxy Configuration Wizard.

Thought experiment
Configuring a scalable remote access implementation

In this thought experiment, apply what you’ve learned about this objective. You can 
find answers to these questions in the “Answers” section at the end of this chapter.

You have been tasked with implementing a modern remote access solution for your 
corporation, replacing the existing VPN solution. With the modernization of the in-
ternal corporate network and application infrastructure, the remote access solution 
must be able to provide seamless access to these applications.

1. Your company has begun to expand to other locations, and maintaining access 
to network resources regardless of corporate location is critical for users. What 
remote access tool allows you to link corporate locations into a single logical 
network?

2. In addition to linking corporate locations into a single network, a solution that 
allows users to automatically create a remote access connection to the closest 
corporate location has been requested. What option in Windows Server 2012 
supports this functionality?

3. Is there any functionality in Windows Server 2012 R2 that allows you to create a 
high-availability solution to provide remote access to internal web applications? 
What configuration steps are required to implement this solution in a clustered 
environment?

Objective summary
■■ Site-to-site VPNs can be used to create a single logical network out of multiple 

physical locations.

■■ Using the Routing and Remote Access console, packet filters can be configured to 
allow or disallow certain types of traffic over a specific network interface.

■■ Packet tracing is a troubleshooting tool that allows you to log diagnostic information 
about network traffic as it passes through your remote access server.
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■■ Multisite remote access in Windows Server 2012 can be used to automatically connect 
Windows 8 users to the site offering the best connectivity.

■■ Remote access servers can be made highly available and can distribute the workload 
across multiple servers using NLB clusters.

■■ Several features in remote access can be used only when they are configured using 
advanced settings: multiple servers, multisite, two-factor authentication, and force 
tunneling.

■■ RADIUS servers provide increased flexibility for authenticating remote access 
connections, including the capability to create RADIUS server groups to provide 
improved performance and fault tolerance.

■■ Web Application Proxy servers can be clustered to provide high availability and 
improve performance.

Objective review
Answer the following questions to test your knowledge of the information in this objective. 
You can find the answers to these questions and explanations of why each answer choice is 
correct or incorrect in the “Answers” section at the end of this chapter.

1. Your users can connect to your remote access server, but cannot access network 
resources. What might be the cause of this problem?

A. Packet filtering on the Internet connection

B. Packet filtering on the intranet connection

C. Packet tracing is enabled

D. Packet tracing is disabled

2. What is the minimum required client operating system supported for a user to 
automatically connect to the optimal remote access server?

A. Windows Vista SP1

B. Windows 7

C. Windows 8

D. Windows 8.1

3. Which of the following allows Windows 8 clients to automatically connect to the 
closest remote access server?

A. DirectAccess

B. Web Application Proxy cluster

C. Site-to-site VPN

D. Multisite remote access
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4. What feature allows you to create a highly available remote access solution?

A. Remote access cluster using NLB

B. RADIUS server groups

C. Web Application Proxy clusters

D. Site-to-site VPN

5. What capabilities are provided by RADIUS server groups?

A. Distribution of the authentication workload

B. The ability to remotely access internal web applications using devices that are not 
domain joined

C. Automatic connection to the nearest remote access entry point

D. Enforcement of network policies prior to establishing a remote access connection

Objective 3.5: Design and implement a network 
protection solution

The NPS role includes features that allow you to authenticate clients attempting to connect 
to the network and enforce policies prior to allowing clients to fully access the corporate 
network. There are several aspects of implementing a network protection solution, including 
deploying NPS, managing network policies, creating a remediation network, choosing an 
enforcement method, and configuring network clients.

One aspect of network protection is NAP, a feature that allows clients to be evaluated for 
health before being allowed to connect to the network. NAP is deprecated in Windows Server 
2012 R2, so the functionality is still fully supported for both Windows Server 2012 R2 and 
Windows 8.1, but will likely be removed in future product versions. Microsoft recommends 
using its System Center Configuration Manager to perform health policy enforcement and 
remediation going forward.

As with any security measure in your network, NPS can result in significant network issues 
if misconfigured, even to the point of lost network connectivity. Proper planning, testing, and 
a phased implementation are highly recommended.
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This objective covers how to:
■■ Configure NAP enforcement methods for DHCP, IPSec, VPN, and 802.1x

■■ Plan capacity

■■ Plan for server placement

■■ Understand firewall considerations

■■ Deploy Network Policy Server (NPS)

■■ Create a remediation network

■■ Configure NAP enforcement for IPsec and 802.1x

■■ Monitor for compliance 

Configuring NAP enforcement methods
NAP can be a powerful tool for network protection because it enables you to evaluate 
network clients based on health criteria such as antivirus definitions, software updates, and 
firewall configuration. Two things must be in place for this enforcement to occur: NAP client 
software on the client computer and an enforcement method used to refer network clients to 
the NPS.

The NAP client on Windows computers can be managed in several ways. The NAP 
Client Configuration MMC snap-in can be accessed by entering NAPCLCFG.MSC at the 
Run prompt. (The NAP Client Configuration window is shown in Figure 3-21.) NAP clients 
for domain member computers can also be configured using Group Policy, which is always 
the preferred method for multiple computers in an enterprise environment. Finally, the 
NETSH command-line tool allows you to configure NAP client enforcement using NETSH 
NAP CLIENT. Each enforcement method used on your network must be enabled within 
the NAP client, and the Network Access Protection Agent service must be started for NAP 
enforcement to perform correctly.
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FIGURE 3-21 The NAP Client Configuration console allows you to enable individual enforcement clients 
and configure user interface settings shown during the NAP enforcement process

NAP policies are enforced by segregating clients that do not meet the health policies 
of the network, as well as those that cannot be validated, from computers that meet the 
health policies. Each enforcement method handles this segregation in a different way, but 
the common thread is that each method is capable of performing or facilitating a health 
evaluation prior to giving the client access to the network.

DHCP
DHCP servers using Windows Server can be used to provide NAP enforcement for 
DHCP clients if the server also performs the NPS role. The NPS role can either perform 
authentication locally or be configured as a RADIUS proxy to forward requests to the NPS 
performing the authentication. NAP enforcement can be enabled for individual DHCP scopes 
or for all scopes configured on the DHCP server.

DHCP is a weak NAP enforcement method because it can only prevent clients from gaining 
an IP address through DHCP. Network clients with a static IP address or an automatically con-
figured IP address such as an automatic private IP address (APIPA) or IPv6 autoconfiguration 
can still access the network.
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IPsec
IPsec, along with 802.1x, is one of the preferred methods of NAP enforcement of internal 
network clients. Enforcement occurs by configuring computer certificate issuance so that only 
computers that meet the requirements of the network policy receive a computer certificate, 
which enables communication with other computers on the network. When used as a NAP 
enforcement method, the IPsec client configuration must be configured to require IPsec for 
all network traffic. Only computers placed in the remediation network should be allowed to 
communicate to clients without using IPsec. As with NAP client enforcement, Group Policy 
can be used to configure IPsec policies on domain-joined computers.

NAP enforcement using IPsec requires heavy use of Active Directory Certificate Services 
(AD CS), including the capability to automatically issue computer certificates. The IPsec 
enforcement method also uses the Health Registration Authority (HRA), which is installed 
as a feature. The HRA must also be an NPS, either performing authentication or forwarding 
requests to an authenticating NPS.

VPN
Remote access clients can be evaluated by NAP and NPS when initiating a remote access 
connection to the corporate network. The NPS role must be installed on the remote access 
server and can be configured to operate as a RADIUS proxy or to handle authentication 
requests locally. When using the VPN NAP enforcement, the Extensible Authentication 
Protocol (EAP) enforcement method must be enabled on the NAP client.

NAP enforcement of VPN clients can be configured in conjunction with a corporate PKI 
using Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol-Transport Layer Security (PEAP-TLS) or 
EAP-TLS with AD CS.

802.1x
Unlike other NAP enforcement methods, 802.1x relies on physical networking hardware 
such as switches and wireless access points to initiate RADIUS authentication and health 
evaluation. These network hardware devices are configured as RADIUS clients during policy 
configuration. The result is that having 802.1x-capable networking hardware is a require-
ment for using this enforcement method. In the 802.1x enforcement method, noncompliant 
network clients are segregated from healthy computers, either through IP filtering or VLANs. 
Similar to VPN-based enforcement, NAP clients must be configured to use the EAP enforce-
ment method. 802.1x enforcement can also work with your corporate PKI using EAP-TLS, or 
PEAP-TLS and AD CS.

EXAM TIP

Even though NAP is deprecated in Windows Server 2012 R2, it is still covered on the exam. 
At a minimum, you need to know the enforcement methods, what they require, and how 
they segregate compliant from noncompliant computers.
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Designing an NPS infrastructure
The design of your NPS infrastructure is critical for high availability and performance reasons. 
Authentication traffic can be routed through your network using RADIUS proxies, and 
high availability for authentication can be managed using RADIUS server groups. The NAP 
infrastructure must include remediation of noncompliant computers, ideally offering a path 
to update antivirus signatures or to acquire system updates.

Planning capacity
There are several aspects of your NPS infrastructure that should be evaluated and monitored 
for performance problems. Each step in the health evaluation and authentication process 
should be assessed to ensure optimal performance.

Enforcement servers for the DHCP, IPsec, and VPN enforcement methods should be 
analyzed to ensure that the additional workload from NAP enforcement does not affect 
their capability to respond to client requests. In the case of DHCP and VPN, high-availability 
options for those services can be used to distribute the workload across additional resources. 
In the case of IPsec enforcement, the HRA server should be monitored to ensure that it 
can respond to health certificate requests in a timely manner. Enforcement servers can be 
configured to perform validation or forward the authentication request to a RADIUS server 
group (see Figure 3-22).

FIGURE 3-22 By configuring the network policy on a NAP enforcement server, you can forward 
authentication requests to a RADIUS server group of your choosing
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NAP health policy servers can be load balanced using RADIUS server groups, as shown 
in Figure 3-23, which allows you to distribute RADIUS authentication requests to multiple 
NPS servers on your network. Load balancing allows you to set priority and weight values to 
manage the distribution of the authentication workload and to configure the circumstances 
under which a RADIUS server should be considered unavailable.

Capacity should be a consideration for remediation servers such as Windows Server 
Update Servers (WSUS). Many criteria determine the load for remediation servers, including 
the number of clients, the level of enforcement, and whether the same servers are used to 
update compliant and noncompliant computers.

Planning for server placement
Regardless of the NAP enforcement method, some network services must be available to 
both compliant and noncompliant computers. Health policy servers must be able to accept 
authentication requests from clients, but must also be able to authenticate users and comput-
ers to an Active Directory domain controller. 

VPN Client Enforcement Server
(VPN) RADIUS Server Group

Enforcement Server
(IPsec HRA)

Network Client

FIGURE 3-23 RADIUS server groups can be used to provide improved performance and fault tolerance 
for authentication traffic

Enforcement servers such as DHCP, VPN, or HRA servers must be able to communicate 
with all clients, regardless of policy compliance. Servers used for remediation are not required 
to be able to communicate across compliance levels, but having separate update mechanisms 
adds unnecessary complexity to your network.

Understanding firewall considerations
The Windows Firewall should automatically create exceptions for ports used by NPS and 
RADIUS traffic, including User Datagram Protocol (UDP) ports 1812, 1813, 1645, and 1646. 
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Other firewalls external to NPS servers have to be configured to allow these ports through 
to the server for authentication to occur.

Deploying a Network Policy Server (NPS)
The primary piece in a network protection infrastructure is one or more NPS servers, which 
forward RADIUS authentication requests, analyze authentication requests for compliance, and 
manage the policies used to determine compliance. NPS policies and enforcement can be 
initiated using the Configure NAP Wizard. Each of the three policy types can also be created 
or modified manually by editing the properties of individual policies, as shown in Figure 3-24.

FIGURE 3-24 Policies can be manually edited by modifying their properties in the Network Policy Server 
management console

Connection Request Policies allow you to identify and route incoming authentication 
traffic, choose the enforcement method and other criteria such as time or IP address range, 
and then either forward to another RADIUS server to perform the authentication or handle it 
internally.
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Network Policies determine whether clients meet the requirements to be authenticated 
and allowed into the network. NAP clients are evaluated by their health, resulting in the client 
being allowed or denied network access.

The final policy type configured on the NPS is the Health Policy, which is used to refer 
to one or more system health validators (SHVs). Only the default Windows SHV (shown in 
Figure 3-25) is included with NPS in Windows Server 2012, but third-party SHVs can be 
integrated and enforced. The Windows SHV allows you to evaluate configuration and status 
of Windows updates, antimalware protection, and the Windows Firewall.

FIGURE 3-25 The Windows Security Health Validator is the only SHV provided by default

Creating a remediation network
With NAP and NPS, you can provide limited network connectivity to noncompliant network 
clients. This connectivity can be used to prevent access to sensitive systems and healthy 
clients, or as a remediation network to provide a way to become compliant with network 
policies (see Figure 3-26).
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Healthy Network Remediation Network

Domain Controller Update Server

Antimalware
server

NPSFile Server

Healthy Client Unhealthy Client

FIGURE 3-26 A remediation network provides a way for unhealthy computers to join the healthy network

To allow noncompliant computers to access servers offering system or antivirus updates, 
some additional configuration of these servers is needed to prevent network traffic 
from being blocked. The method to enable this network traffic through depends on the 
enforcement method used, but it can be as easy as assigning a static IP address (for DHCP 
enforcement) or configuring less-restrictive IPsec policies using a GPO.

Configuring NAP enforcement for IPsec and 802.1x
For enforcing NAP compliance on an internal network, there are only two recommended 
enforcement options. IPsec enforces compliance through the use of IPsec policies that require 
computer certificates to authenticate network communication. 802.1x enforces NAP at the 
network hardware level, assigning computers to different VLANs based on client health. Both 
of these solutions are strong options for protecting your network, but the configuration of 
each option is quite different.

Enforcing IPsec 
The core of the IPsec enforcement method includes configuring computer certificate 
autoenrollment and IPsec policies using Group Policy. The next step is to configure the NPS 
server with the appropriate policies. The NAP policies configured within the NPS determine 
which clients are issued certificates. Figure 3-27 shows a healthy client requesting a certificate 
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from a CA, which is also the HRA. In this scenario, the HRA forwards the authentication 
request to another NPS, which validates the client’s health, and the HRA issues the certificate. 
After the client receives the certificate, it can then communicate with the file server using 
IPsec authenticated using the computer certificate.

Client health validated

Certificate Authority
(HRA) NPS

File ServerNetwork Client

Health certificate used
for IPsec authentication

Health certificate requested

FIGURE 3-27 The IPsec enforcement method relies heavily on computer certificates that are used to 
facilitate IPsec authentication between healthy computers; computers that cannot be validated do not 
receive certificates and cannot communicate with healthy computers

To configure IPsec enforcement on your NPS, launch the Configure NAP Wizard and 
choose the IPsec With Health Registration Authority (HRA) option. The next page allows 
you to identify remote HRA servers as RADIUS clients. If the same server is performing both 
HRA and NPS roles, you can skip this step. The Configure Machine Groups page allows you 
to specify security groups containing computers to which the policy will apply. To enforce 
NAP on all computers, leave the Machine Groups list empty. The final step of enforcing NAP 
policies using IPsec is to choose the SHVs to use for enforcement and determine whether 
clients are automatically remediated when possible. Figure 3-28 shows a fully configured 
network policy, enforcing NAP using IPsec.
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FIGURE 3-28 The IPsec enforcement method uses the Health Registration Authority network access 
server

Enforcing 802.1x 
For NAP enforcement, 802.1x wired and wireless enforcement are configured separately. The 
Configure NAP Wizard allows you to choose one type of 802.1x client to configure before 
continuing with the wizard (see Figure 3-29). Regardless of the network connection, the 
remainder of the wizard is the same for both wired and wireless clients.

The second page of the Configure NAP Wizard requires you to identify RADIUS clients. For 
wired 802.1x configuration, this list should include 802.1x authenticating switches; for wireless 
networks, you have to list 802.1x wireless access points. On the Configure User Groups And 
Machine Groups page, you can identify groups of users or computers that should be authen-
ticated using 802.1x. NAP enforcement using 802.1x uses PEAP for authentication, which can 
be configured by choosing a server certificate and EAP type in the Configure An Authentica-
tion Model page. 
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FIGURE 3-29 802.1x enforcement of NAP must be configured individually for wired and wireless clients

Traffic controls are used by 802.1x to segregate traffic between compliant and noncompliant 
systems. There are several options that can be used for traffic control, some of which are depen-
dent on the vendor of your networking hardware. Finally, you can configure the SHVs to be used 
to determine compliance with the corporate health policy. You can also configure how to handle 
clients that do not support NAP, either by allowing them full access to the network or restricting 
them to a restricted network.

Figure 3-30 shows the 802.1x authentication process at work. When the network client first 
makes a physical connection to the 802.1x switch, an authentication request is passed to the 
NPS. After the client health is validated, the switch places the network client on the corporate 
VLAN, allowing it to communicate to the file server.
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Network Client

Connection requested
802.1x Switch

Client connected 
to corporate VLAN

NPS

Client health validated

File Server
FIGURE 3-30 The 802.1x enforcement method uses VLANs or IP filtering to segregate healthy computers 
from those that do not meet the health requirements

Monitoring for compliance
One aspect of NAP that should be considered either as a long-term solution or part of the 
testing phase is the ability to configure NAP in logging-only mode. In this configuration, 
clients are not restricted from gaining access to the network, but their compliance status 
is monitored and logged. Logging-only mode allows you to ensure that clients are being 
validated properly prior to fully enforcing NAP policies.

NAP logging, also known as RADIUS accounting, can be configured to write to a file on 
the local hard drive or to a Microsoft SQL Server database (which can be configured in the 
Accounting options). Another vital configuration step is to determine what action should be 
performed if the NPS cannot write to a log file, specifically whether incoming connection 
requests should be discarded or allowed.
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Thought experiment
Enforcing network protection

In this thought experiment, apply what you’ve learned about this objective. You can 
find answers to these questions in the “Answers” section at the end of this chapter.

Your corporation is interested in ramping up the security of its network. NPS and 
NAP have been identified as possible tools to improve the overall security of the 
network, but much is undecided as far as an implementation strategy. You will make 
recommendations based on answers to the following questions:

1. What aspects of your corporate infrastructure should be evaluated to determine 
which enforcement methods should be used?

2. If capacity becomes a concern due to the size of the corporate network, what 
methods are available to handle a large number of authentication requests?

3. Is there any way to offer noncompliant computers a method to achieve 
compliance with network policies without exposing healthy computers to 
potential network security risks?

Objective summary
■■ NPS supports four enforcement methods, DHCP, IPsec, VPN, and 802.1x.

■■ RADIUS, a standard protocol used for network authentication, is used with NPS to 
enforce authentication policies, including client health.

■■ Because DHCP enforcement can be easily bypassed through the use of a static 
IP address, it is not recommended for use in secure environments.

■■ IPsec enforcement uses policies requiring certificate-based authentication to prevent 
noncompliant computers from connecting with compliant systems.

■■ VPN connections can use network protection to ensure that remote computers meet 
local network policies.

■■ The 802.1x enforcement method uses techniques such as IP filtering or VLANs to 
segregate network traffic.

■■ RADIUS proxy and RADIUS server groups can be used to manage the authentication 
workload by spreading requests across multiple servers.
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■■ NPS servers should be placed in network locations that perform NAP enforcement, 
specifically VPN servers or an HRA.

■■ Network and host-based firewalls must be configured to allow RADIUS authentication 
traffic to pass.

■■ The NPS server functions as a RADIUS server, authenticating clients and performing 
policy validation.

■■ A remediation network can be implemented to assist clients in taking the corrective 
actions necessary to achieve full connectivity to the network.

■■ IPsec and 802.1x enforcement are the preferred options for internal corporate 
networks. IPsec uses computer certificate–based authentication to segregate network 
traffic. The 802.1x enforcement method uses network infrastructure devices to route 
authentication traffic to a RADIUS server for validation, and separates clients using 
VLANs or IP filtering.

Objective review
Answer the following questions to test your knowledge of the information in this objective. 
You can find the answers to these questions and explanations of why each answer choice is 
correct or incorrect in the “Answers” section at the end of this chapter.

1. Which is the weakest NAP enforcement method?

A. DHCP

B. IPsec

C. VPN

D. 802.1x

2. What authentication standard is performed by an NPS?

A. 802.1x

B. RADIUS

C. IPsec

D. VPN

3. What enforcement method uses compatible networking hardware?

A. DHCP

B. IPsec

C. VPN

D. 802.1x
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4. What enforcement method uses computer certificates to restrict network 
communication between clients?

A. DHCP

B. IPsec

C. VPN

D. 802.1x

5. What types of servers would typically be contained in a remediation network? (Choose 
all that apply.)

A. Windows Server Update Server

B. Active Directory domain controller

C. Corporate file server

D. Antimalware update server

6. What type of enforcement server is specifically used with the IPsec enforcement 
method?

A. HRA

B. RADIUS

C. DHCP

D. NPS
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Answers

This section contains the solutions to the thought experiments and answers to the lesson 
review questions in this chapter.

Objective 3.1: Thought experiment
1. Site-to-site VPN connections allow you to connect remote locations to the same 

logical network.

2. An internal enterprise CA is used to allow automatic enrollment for computer 
certificates to facilitate IPsec authentication on a network.

3. The required firewall rules depend on the infrastructure and its configuration. 
DirectAccess uses IP-HTTPS on port 443, the 6to4 protocol uses port 41, the network 
location server uses port 62000, and IPv6 uses TCP port 50 and UDP port 500.

4. Web Application Proxy enables you to allow remote clients to connect to web 
applications on the internal network. Web Application Proxy makes use of AD FS and 
supports PKI, OTP, and multifactor authentication.

Objective 3.1: Review
1. Correct answer: B

A. Incorrect: Public CAs provide certificates for public-facing applications, not 
internal computers.

B. Correct: An enterprise CA enables you to configure your certificates to allow 
computers to automatically enroll, making possible the process of configuring 
IPsec using computer certificates.

C. Incorrect: A stand-alone CA lets you create certificates for use on the internal 
network, but does not allow you to use autoenrollment of computer certificates.

D. Incorrect: Remote access servers are not required to use IPsec authentication.

2. Correct answer: A

A. Correct: Port 1701 is used by L2TP traffic.

B. Incorrect: PPTP uses port 1723.

C. Incorrect: HTTPS traffic uses TCP port 443.

D. Incorrect: Port 80 is used by standard HTTP traffic.
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3. Correct answer: C

A. Incorrect: Site-to-site VPN allows disparate locations to connect into a single 
logical network.

B. Incorrect: Multisite VPN allows Windows 8 clients to connect to the optimal 
remote access server in your organization.

C. Correct: Multitenant site-to-site VPN allows hosting providers to create virtual 
networks for individual clients, ensuring that they are connected only to the 
network segment containing their applications.

D. Incorrect: Azure virtual networks offer similar functionality to multitenant site-to-
site VPNs, but not on-premises datacenters.

4. Correct answer: B

A. Incorrect: PPTP uses MPPE.

B. Correct: 3DES is supported only by L2TP/IPsec.

C. Incorrect: SSTP uses SSL to encrypt its tunnel.

D. Incorrect: Only L2TP/IPsec supports 3DES.

5. Correct answer: C

A. Incorrect: PPTP supports certificate-based authentication, but not smart cards.

B. Incorrect: L2TP/IPsec also uses certificates for authentication, but smart cards are 
not supported for authentication.

C. Correct: Smart card authentication is supported using SSTP.

D. Incorrect: Of the traditional VPN protocols supported in Windows Server 2012, 
only SSTP supports authentication with smart cards.

6. Correct answer: A

A. Correct: Because SSTP uses port 443, which is rarely blocked by network firewalls, 
it is the best solution for traversing NAT devices.

B. Incorrect: SSTP provides strong security for both authentication and encryption, 
as does L2TP/IPSec.

C. Incorrect: PPTP provides the best performance of the traditional VPN protocols.

D. Incorrect: SSTP requires Windows 7 clients or later, whereas both PPTP and L2TP/
IPsec support older client operating systems.
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7. Correct answer: A

A. Correct: Local DNS servers are not part of the Azure virtual network creation 
process, but they can be used by resources contained within the Azure virtual 
network.

B. Incorrect: On-premises IP address pools are one aspect of the Azure virtual 
network creation process.

C. Incorrect: Azure virtual networks allow you to define subnets within your local 
network.

D. Incorrect: The VPN server IP address is part of the site-to-site VPN creation 
process.

8. Correct answer: C

A. Incorrect: CMAK does not affect user permissions for VPN.

B. Incorrect: Remote access servers are deployed using the Add Roles And Features 
Wizard and the Remote Access Management Console.

C. Correct: CMAK is used to create VPN profiles that are easy for end users to deploy 
on their own computers.

D. Incorrect: Site-to-site VPN connections with Azure are created using the new 
virtual network creation wizards in Azure.

9. Correct answer: A

A. Correct: CMAK is installed through the RAS Connection Manager Administration 
Kit (CMAK) feature.

B. Incorrect: CMAK does not need to be downloaded from the Microsoft website.

C. Incorrect: The Windows Server 2012 installation media do not contain the CMAK 
setup files.

D. Incorrect: CMAK is not installed by default on either Windows 8 or Windows 
Server 2012.

Objective 3.2: Thought experiment
1. DirectAccess can be configured for remote access and remote management, or just for 

remote management.

2. The DirectAccess Client Setup Wizard allows you to select security groups containing 
users that should be allowed to connect remotely, whereas the DirectAccess 
Application Server Setup page is used to select security groups containing application 
servers to which these users should be allowed to connect.
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3. Migration from Forefront UAG DirectAccess to Windows Server 2012 DirectAccess 
can be accomplished side-by-side or in offline mode. A side-by-side migration allows 
you to continue to service DirectAccess clients throughout the process, but requires 
some duplication of DNS records and IP addresses during the migration. Both methods 
require configuration of the new remote access server and relevant GPOs.

Objective 3.2: Review
1. Correct answers: B, C

A. Incorrect: An edge topology is used when the remote access server has a direct 
connection to the Internet.

B. Correct: The option for behind an edge device (with two network adapters) can be 
used when a NAT device is used on the network.

C. Correct: When a NAT device is providing address translation, the option for 
behind an edge device (with one network adapter) can be used.

D. Incorrect: NAT has no relation to DirectAccess for remote management.

2. Correct answers: A, B

A. Correct: Force tunnel mode requires configuration using the Remote Access Setup 
Wizard.

B. Correct: Two-factor authentication is not supported when DirectAccess is 
configured using the Getting Started Wizard.

C. Incorrect: The wizard used to configure DirectAccess has no impact on the 
placement of the DirectAccess server.

D. Incorrect: Either configuration option supports DirectAccess for remote 
management only.

3. Correct answers: A, D

A. Correct: OTP is a new feature for authentication in DirectAccess on Windows 
Server 2012.

B. Incorrect: Smart card authentication was supported in previous versions of 
DirectAccess.

C. Incorrect: Authentication using a user name and password have always been 
supported for remote access.

D. Correct: Using Trusted Platform Modules, Virtual Smart Cards are a new feature in 
DirectAccess for Windows Server 2012.
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4. Correct answer: B

A. Incorrect: IPv6 support is not required for migration of DirectAccess from 
Forefront UAG to Windows Server 2012.

B. Correct: Forefront UAG SP1 must be installed before migration of DirectAccess 
can occur.

C. Incorrect: A PKI is not a requirement for migration of DirectAccess from Forefront 
UAG to Windows Server 2012.

D. Incorrect: Because Windows Server 2012 does not require public IPv4 addresses, 
additional public addresses are not required.

5. Correct answer: D

A. Incorrect: In a side-by-side migration of DirectAccess, IP addresses and FQDNs 
cannot be reused because both DirectAccess servers must be connected to the 
network at the same time.

B. Incorrect: Side-by-side migration and offline migration do not support automated 
migration.

C. Incorrect: New certificates must be issued in a side-by-side migration because the 
FQDN of the DirectAccess server changes.

D. Correct: No downtime is required in a side-by-side DirectAccess migration from 
Forefront UAG to Windows Server 2012.

6. Correct answer: B

A. Incorrect: A PKI is required for Windows 7 clients to connect to DirectAccess, but 
it does not enable support for OTP.

B. Correct: The DirectAccess Connectivity Assistant 2.0 is required for Windows 7 
clients to use OTP for DirectAccess authentication.

C. Incorrect: A RADIUS server is required to support the use of OTP, but it does not 
enable support for Windows 7 clients.

D. Incorrect: Windows 7 SP1 does not bring OTP support to Windows 7 DirectAccess 
clients.

7. Correct answer: D

A. Incorrect: Using certificates from a public CA is not practical for client computer 
certificates.

B. Incorrect: Computer certificates, even for servers, are best served by an internal 
enterprise CA.

C. Incorrect: The network location can use a certificate from a public CA, but an 
internal CA is supported, provided that the CRL is accessible.

D. Correct: It is recommended to use an SSL certificate from a public CA for the 
IP-HTTPS server because some remote access clients might not be domain joined.
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Objective 3.3: Thought experiment
1. Workplace Join allows you to support Web Application Proxy while still requiring a 

device registration process. Workplace Join is supported only on Windows 8.1 and iOS 
devices at this time.

2. Although SSO is supported with Web Application Proxy, it requires AD FS.

3. Certificates from a public CA are required for both the Web Application Proxy 
and AD FS.

Objective 3.3: Review
1. Correct answer: A

A. Correct: Web Application Proxy requires an AD FS server, and uses AD FS heavily 
for authentication and authorization.

B. Incorrect: Although ultimately AD DS contains the security principals used 
to authenticate users and computers, AD FS is the service that performs the 
authentication requests against AD DS for the Web Application Proxy.

C. Incorrect: Certificates are used extensively with Web Application Proxy, but AD CS 
does not perform authentication.

D. Incorrect: AD FS Proxy is the precursor to Web Application Proxy.

2. Correct answer: D

A. Incorrect: Domain membership is not a requirement for client access through a 
Web Application Proxy.

B. Incorrect: Workplace Join can be configured as an authentication requirement for 
access to applications through a Web Application Proxy, but it is not mandatory.

C. Incorrect: Windows 8.1 is one of the supported operating systems for Workplace 
Join, but is not required to use Web Application Proxy.

D. Correct: Web Application Proxy supports clients that have a web browser, 
Microsoft Office application, or compatible Windows 8.1 app.

3. Correct answer: C

A. Incorrect: AD FS preauthentication requires authentication prior to the client 
being referred to the application.

B. Incorrect: SSO is used by Web Application Proxy to allow users to authenticate 
once, but this is still handled by the Web Application Proxy, not the application.

C. Correct: Pass-through authentication forwards users to the application they have re-
quested without performing any authentication at the Web Application Proxy level.

D. Incorrect: Multifactor access control is performed at the Web Application Proxy 
level.
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4. Correct answers: A, C

A. Correct: Workplace Join allows supported nondomain devices to be registered 
with the AD DS using the DRS within AD FS.

B. Incorrect: Workplace Join does not support all device types; only Windows 8.1 
and iOS devices are supported.

C. Correct: Registration with AD DS is required for Workplace Join.

D. Incorrect: Workplace Join cannot be used to verify that clients meet network 
security policies.

5. Correct answers: B, C

A. Incorrect: Windows 8 does not support Workplace Join.

B. Correct: Devices using iOS support Workplace Join.

C. Correct: Windows 8.1 clients can be registered using Workplace Join.

D. Incorrect: Registration of UNIX devices using Workplace Join is not supported.

6. Correct answer: D

A. Incorrect: SSO allows users to maintain a session after authenticating once.

B. Incorrect: Workplace Join does not allow you to conditionally require smart cards 
for authentication.

C. Incorrect: Multifactor authentication can be configured for all users, but not 
conditionally without using multifactor access control.

D. Correct: Multifactor access control allows you to create rules for authentication, 
including the ability to require smart cards for certain groups of users.

7. Correct answer: C

A. Incorrect: SSO is supported for any device that can use Web Application Proxy.

B. Incorrect: Client computers do not have to be domain joined to use SSO.

C. Correct: The Web Application Proxy must be domain joined to support SSO.

D. Incorrect: Client devices do not have to be running Windows 8.1 or iOS to support 
SSO.
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8. Correct answer: B

A. Incorrect: DNS CNAME records can be created to make the same FQDN resolve 
to the same host for both internal and external clients, but this is not a function of 
Web Application Proxy.

B. Correct: URL translation, which is part of the application publishing process in 
Web Application Proxy, allows both internal and external clients to use the same 
URL to access applications.

C. Incorrect: Pass-through authentication bypasses authentication at the Web 
Application Proxy level, but does not affect the URL used to access the application.

D. Incorrect: Workplace Join has no bearing on the URL used to reach a published 
application.

Objective 3.4: Thought experiment
1. A site-to-site VPN connects multiple corporate locations into the same logical network.

2. Multisite remote access supports clients automatically, discovering the best entry point 
to connect to remotely.

3. Web Application Proxy can run in a multiserver environment. All configuration 
information for Web Application Proxy is contained within AD FS, so installing 
additional servers automatically configures them for this scenario.

Objective 3.4: Review
1. Correct answer: B

A. Incorrect: Misconfigured packet filtering on the Internet connection would 
probably prevent clients from connecting to the remote access server.

B. Correct: Packet filtering on an intranet connection would constrain traffic from the 
remote access server to internal network resources.

C. Incorrect: Packet tracing only monitors network traffic; it does not restrict 
network traffic.

D. Incorrect: Packet tracing being disabled would have no effect on remote access.
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2. Correct answer: C

A. Incorrect: Windows Vista clients cannot use automatic server selection in a 
multisite DirectAccess.

B. Incorrect: Windows 7 does not support the automatic selection of a DirectAccess 
server in a multisite deployment.

C. Correct: Windows 8 clients can automatically choose the optimal DirectAccess 
server with which to connect in a multisite configuration.

D. Incorrect: Windows 8.1 clients fully support multisite DirectAccess autoconfiguration, 
but it is not the minimum.

3. Correct answer: D

A. Incorrect: DirectAccess is the remote access protocol used, but it does not allow 
this by default.

B. Incorrect: Web Application Proxy in a cluster provides high availability and is not a 
full remote access solution.

C. Incorrect: Site-to-site VPN allows two or more locations to communicate with 
each other and does not support client failover.

D. Correct: Windows 8 clients can automatically connect to the best DirectAccess 
server in a multisite deployment.

4. Correct answer: A

A. Correct: NLB allows you to create a highly available remote access solution.

B. Incorrect: RADIUS server groups provide high availability for RADIUS authentication, 
but not remote access.

C. Incorrect: Web Application Proxy is not a full remote access solution.

D. Incorrect: Site-to-site VPN is used to connect multiple network locations to the 
same logical network.

5. Correct answer: A

A. Correct: RADIUS server groups are used to distribute authentication workload, 
providing high availability and scalability.

B. Incorrect: Remote access to internal web applications is best served by Web 
Application Proxy.

C. Incorrect: Automatic connection to the optimal remote access entry point is a 
function of multisite remote access.

D. Incorrect: Network policy enforcement is a function of NPS and NAP.
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Objective 3.5: Thought experiment
1. Enforcement decisions need to be made by determining what enforcement methods 

are needed and what options are already available. If VPN or DirectAccess are used, 
the VPN enforcement method is probably needed. The decision between 802.1x 
and IPsec for the internal network would probably come down to which is easier to 
manage: the enterprise CA and computer certificates or the 802.1x configuration for 
network switches and wireless access points.

2. RADIUS server groups can be used to add scale and high availability to your NPS 
deployment.

3. A remediation network is the best way to provide noncompliant computers the 
capability to meet the network policies.

Objective 3.5: Review
1. Correct answer: A

A. Correct: DHCP enforcement of NAP can be bypassed by configuring a static IP 
address, making it the weakest enforcement method by far.

B. Incorrect: IPsec is a strong enforcement method that uses computer certificates to 
authenticate network communication.

C. Incorrect: VPN connections can be enforced effectively by using NPS in 
conjunction with the remote access server.

D. Incorrect: The 802.1x enforcement method is a strong enforcement method, 
effectively segregating network clients into separate logical networks.

2. Correct answer: B

A. Incorrect: 802.1x uses RADIUS authentication provided by the NPS, but does not 
perform the authentication.

B. Correct: RADIUS authentication is a standard for network authentication and is 
performed by the NPS server.

C. Incorrect: IPsec is not an authentication method.

D. Incorrect: VPN is not an authentication method.
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3. Correct answer: D

A. Incorrect: DHCP enforcement uses DHCP request negotiation to segregate 
computers.

B. Incorrect: IPsec uses computer certificates and IPsec policies to prevent 
noncompliant computers from communicating with compliant computers.

C. Incorrect: VPN enforcement is done at the remote access server.

D. Correct: 802.1x compatible network hardware can be used to enforce NAP 
policies.

4. Correct answer: B

A. Incorrect: DHCP enforcement provides IP leases so that noncompliant computers 
cannot communicate with those that are compliant.

B. Correct: IPsec enforcement of NAP uses computer certificates to authenticate 
compliant computers, allowing them to communicate.

C. Incorrect: NAP enforcement of VPN connections segregates noncompliant 
computers into their own logical network.

D. Incorrect: Enforcement using 802.1x uses hardware-level networking features 
such as VLANs or IP filtering.

5. Correct answers: A, D

A. Correct: A Windows Server Update Server is typically included on a remediation 
network to provide system updates to noncompliant computers.

B. Incorrect: An Active Directory domain controller should be protected from 
vulnerable computers and should not be included in a remediation network.

C. Incorrect: Corporate file servers can contain protected information and should be 
left on a protected network segment.

D. Correct: Antivirus and other antimalware updates should be provided on the 
remediation network when possible.

6. Correct answer: A

A. Correct: An HRA is the NPS role used to request client health certificates for the 
IPsec enforcement method.

B. Incorrect: RADIUS servers and the RADIUS authentication protocol are used 
throughout NAP enforcement, regardless of the method used.

C. Incorrect: The DHCP enforcement method uses DHCP servers to forward 
authentication requests to the NPS.

D. Incorrect: NPS servers function as RADIUS servers and are used in each 
enforcement method.
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packet tracing, 161–162
VPN solutions, 130–137

bandwidth requirements, 133–134
client/site-to-site connections, 132–133
CMAK, 136–137
configuring firewalls, 131–132
connecting to MIcrosoft Azure IaaS, 135–136
deploying certificates, 130–131
protocol implications, 134

Web Application Proxy, 151–156
access for internal/external clients, 155–156
authentication and authorization, 152–154
certificates, 155
multifactor access control, 155
multifactor authentication, 154
planning for applications, 151–152
SSO (Single Sign-On), 155
using devices, 154
Workplace Join, 153–154

Active Directory.
infrastructure

branch offices, 291–302
domain controllers, 278–287
forest and domain design, 194–205
forest and domain implementation, 209–222
Group Policy, 225–234
permission model, 238–244
site topology, 260–274

Prestaged Devices, 22
SRV (service location) records, 92

Active Directory Certificate Services (AD CS)
NAP enforcement using IPsec, 169

Active Directory Domain Services Configuration 
Wizard, 217, 293

Active Directory Federation Services (AD FS), 151
Active Directory Free (AD Free), 203
Active Directory-integrated DNS zones, 81

Index

Symbols
3DES (Triple DES), 134
802.1x, NAP enforcement, 169, 176–178

A
AAAA records, 97
AA (Authoritative Answer) flag, 85
access policies

IPAM role-based access control, 111–112
access scopes

IPAM role-based access control, 110–111
access services

DirectAccess, 140–148
deployment topology, 141–144
enterprise CA certificates, 147–148
migrating from Forefront UAG, 144–146
OTP (One-Time-Password) authentication, 146–

147
NPS (Network Policy Server), 166–178

802.1x NAP enforcement, 176–178
infrastructure, 170–174
IPsec NAP enforcement, 174–176
monitoring for compliance, 178
NAP enforcement methods, 167–169

scalable remote access solutions, 159–164
advanced DirectAccess solutions, 163
configuring packet filters, 160
configuring RADIUS server groups, 163
configuring remote access clustered with 

NLB, 162
configuring site-to-site VPNs, 159–160
configuring Web Application Proxy for 

clustering, 164
multisite remote access, 161–162
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Active Directory Migration Tool (AD MT)

deploying servers to, 13–17, 26
application partitions

intersite replication of, 268
managing DNS replication, 93–94

A records, 97
Assessment and Deployment Kit (ADK), Windows, 9–10
attack methods

DNSSEC, 83–84
auditing

IPAM, 112–113
Authenticated Data (AD) flag, 85
authentication

branch offices, 292–297
deployment of RODCs, 292–296
global catalog servers, 297
UGMC (Universal Group Membership 

Caching), 296
VPN protocol support for certificate-based 

encryption, 130–131
Web Application Proxy, 152–154

Authentication page (Remote Access Server Setup 
Wizard), 147

Authoritative Answer (AA) flag, 85
Authoritative response, DNS queries, 82
authorization

Web Application Proxy, 152–154
automatic site link bridging, 267
automation

server installation strategy, 1–20
deploying servers to Microsoft Azure IaaS, 10–

13
deploying servers using System Center App 

Controller, 13–17
design considerations for images, 2–9
multicast deployment, 18
Windows Assessment and Deployment Kit, 9–10
Windows Deployment Services, 18–20

auto-triggered VPN, 133
Azure Active Directory directory synchronization 

(DirSync) tool, 204–205

B
bandwidth requirements, VPN solutions, 133–134
bare metal deployments, 2
Berkeley Internet Name Domain (BIND) software, 93
BIND (Berkeley Internet Name Domain) software, 93

Active Directory Migration Tool (AD MT), 33
Active Directory Migration Tool (ADMT), 201, 218–219
Active Directory Premium (AD Premium), 203
Active Directory Service Interfaces (ADSI) Edit, 299
AD (Authenticated Data) flag, 85
AD CS (Active Directory Certificate Services)

NAP enforcement using IPsec, 169
Add Access Policy window, 111–112
Add-ADDomainControllerPasswordReplicationPolicy 

cmdlet, 301
Add-ADDSReadOnlyDomainControllerAccount 

cmdlet, 295
Add An Entry Point Wizard, 162
AddDnsServerDirectoryPartition command, 94
Add Network Service Wizard, 115
Add Node Wizard, 67
Add Prestaged Device Wizard, 23
Add-WindowsFeature cmdlet, 51
AD Free (Active Directory Free), 203
AD FS (Active Directory Federation Services), 151

authentication for Web Application Proxy, 152
ADK (Assessment and Deployment Kit), Windows, 9–10
administration delegation, branch office security, 299–

300
AdminSDHolder objects, 243
admin tools

designing AD permission model, 243
admin users, delegating permissions, 243
AD MT (Active Directory Migration Tool), 33
ADMT (Active Directory Migration Tool), 201, 218–219
AD Premium (Active Directory Premium), 203
adprep /forestprep command, 218
adprep /rodcprep command, 293
ADSI (Active Directory Service Interfaces) Edit, 299
advanced DirectAccess solutions, remote access, 163
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), 199
Advanced Group Policy Management (AGPM), 232–234
Advanced Password Replication Policy window, 301
Advertise message, DHCPv6, 73
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard), 199
Affinity Groups, Microsoft Azure, 12
AGPM (Advanced Group Policy Management), 232–234
-AllowedList parameter, 302
-AllowPasswordReplicationAccountName 

parameter, 295
Allow rule, DHCP filters, 74
altering forest structures, 201–203
App Controller
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cmdlets

cmdlets
Add-ADDomainControllerPasswordReplicationPoli

cy, 301
Add-ADDSReadOnlyDomainControllerAccount, 295
Add-WindowsFeature, 51
Export-IpamAddress, 114
Export-IpamRange, 114
Export-IpamSubnet, 114
Export-SmigServerSetting, 31
Get-ADComputer, 244
Get-ADComputer PowerShell, 106
Get-ADDCCloningExcludedApplicationList, 285
Get-ADDomainControllerPasswordReplicationPoli

cy, 301
Get-ADObject, 284
Get-ADServiceAccount, 244
Get-ADUser, 244
Get-AzurePublishSettingsFile, 17
Get-AzureVMImage, 26
Get-DnsClientNrptPolicy, 90
Get-SmigServerFeature, 29
Get-StoragePool, 47
Get-StorageTier, 47
Import-AzurePublishSettingsFile, 17
Import-IpamAddress, 114
Import-IpamRange, 114
Import-IpamSubnet, 114
Import-SmigServerSetting, 31
Install-ADDSDomainController, 295
Install-WindowsFeature, 293
Install-WindowsFeature Migration, 29
Invoke-DnsServerZoneSign PowerShell, 87
Invoke-IpamDhcpLease, 114
Move-IpamDatabase, 109
New-ADComputer, 244
New-ADDCCloneConfigFile, 285
New-ADServiceAccount, 244
New-ADUser, 244
New-StorageTier, 47
Remove-ADDomainControllerPasswordReplicationP

olicy, 301
Remove-StorageTier, 47
Reset-DnsServerZoneKeyMasterRole, 88
Resize-StorageTier, 47
Resolve-DnsName, 86
Set-ADComputer, 244
Set-ADServiceAccount, 244
Set-ADUser, 244

boot images, 3
BranchCache, 297–298
branch office infrastructure, 291–302

improving authentication, 292–297
deployment of RODCs, 292–296
global catalog servers, 297
UGMC (Universal Group Membership 

Caching), 296
requirements, 297–298
securing deployments, 298–302

confidential attributes, 298–299
configuring hash publication, 302
configuring PRP, 301–302
delegation of administration, 299–300
modifying filtered attributes sets, 300

Bridge All Site Links check box, 270
bridgehead servers, 266

C
CA (certification authority) certificates, 

DirectAccess, 147–148
cache locking, DNS, 91
caching

Group Policy, 234
capability profiles, VMM services, 39–41
capacity optimization, server deployment, 34
catalog files, Windows SIM, 9
CD (Checking Disabled) flag, 85
centralized management strategy, 269
Certificate Export Wizard, 15
Certificate Revocation List (CRL) distribution point, 148
certificates

certificate-based authentication, 130–131
Web Application Proxy, 155

certification authority (CA) certificates, 
DirectAccess, 147–148

chain of trust, DNSSEC, 86
change control and role delegation process, 233–234
Checking Disabled (CD) flag, 85
client connections, VPN solutions, 132–133
client-domain controller proximity, 261
cloned domain controllers, 285–287
cluster nodes, 66
cluster-shared volume (CSV), 41
CMAK (Connection Manager Administration Kit), 136–

137
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command-line interface

domain rename, 210–216
firewalls, 131–132
hash publication, 302
IPAM auditing, 112–113
iSCSI Target Server, 51
iSNS Server, 52
Kerberos realm trusts, 217
multiserver topology, 23–26
multisite topology, 22–23
NFS (Network File System), 52–55
NRPT, 90–91
packet filters, 160
PRP (Password Replication Policy), 301–302
RADIUS server groups, 163
remote access clustered with NLB, 162
secure name resolution, 81–92

cache locking, 91
DNSSEC, 81–91
DNS socket pools, 91

site-to-site VPNs, 159–160
transport servers, 22–23
VMM services

hardware and capability profiles, 39–41
image and template libraries, 41

Web Application Proxy for clustering, 164
Confirm message, DHCPv6, 73
Connection Manager Administration Kit (CMAK), 136–

137
Connection Manager Administration Kit Wizard, 136
Connection Request Policies, 172
convergence, 264
Convert-WindowsImage PowerShell script, 5
corporate domains, 96
Create A Custom Task To Delegate option (Delegation 

of Control Wizard), 241
Create Capability Profile Wizard, 39–40
Create Cluster Wizard, 67
Create IP Pool Wizard, 42
Create Multicast Transmission Wizard, 18
Create Run As Account, 37
creating

images
operating system deployment, 3–5

-Credential parameter, 296
CRL (Certificate Revocation List) distribution point, 148
cross-domain authentication, 262–263
cross-domain migration, 33
CSV (cluster-shared volume), 41

Set-DnsServerCache, 92
Set-DnsServerGlobalNameZone PowerShell, 95
Set-StorageTier, 47
StorageTierSupportedSize, 47

command-line interface
Microsoft Azure, 17

commands
AddDnsServerDirectoryPartition, 94
adprep /forestprep, 218
adprep /rodcprep, 293
Convert-WindowsImage PowerShell, 5
dnscmd /Config /SocketPoolExcludedPortRanges, 91
dnscmd /Config /SocketPoolSize, 91
Enable-AdfsDeviceRegistration, 153
Initialize-ADDeviceRegistration, 153
Register-DnsServerDirectoryPartition, 94
rendom /end, 214
rendom /execute, 214
rendom /list, 213
rendom /prepare, 213
rendom /upload, 213
repadmin, 274–275
repadmin /syncall /d /e /P /q DcDnsName 

NewDomainDN, 214
repadmin /syncall /d /e /P /q 

DomainNamingMaster, 213
Set-DnsServerCache -LockingPercent, 92
Update-WebApplicationProxyDeviceRegistrati

on, 153
communication, DHCPv6, 73
completing domain rename, 215–216
compliance

NPS (Network Policy Server), 178
confidential attributes, securing branch office 

deployments, 298–299
configuration options

DHCPv6 scopes, 73–74
Configure An Authentication Model page (Configure 

NAP Wizard), 176
Configure Failover Wizard, 68
Configure NAP Wizard, 172, 175
Configure Server (WDS), 24
Configure User Groups And Machine Groups page 

(Configure NAP Wizard), 176
configuring

data collection for IPAM, 115
DHCP databases and backup locations, 76–77
DNS updates through DHCP servers, 70
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DHCP Policies feature

Deployment Image Servicing and Management (DISM) 
utility, 1, 3

Deployment Server role service, 18
DeploymentShare directory, 8
Deployment Workbench application, 6–7
DES (Data Encryption Standard), 134
design

active directory infrastructure
branch offices, 291–302
domain controllers, 278–287
forests and domains, 194–205
Group Policy, 225–234
permission model, 238–244
site topology, 260–274

network access services
DirectAccess, 140–148
NPS (Network Policy Server), 166–178
scalable remote access solutions, 159–164
VPN solutions, 130–137
Web Application Proxy, 151–156

network services
DHCP, 63–76
DNS, 80–98
IPAM, 102–116

server deployment images, 2–9
Microsoft Deployment Toolkit, 5–9

VMM service templates, 37–38
Device Registration Service (DRS), 153
DFS (Distributed File System), 22
DFSR (Distributed File System Replication), 199
Dfsutil.exe tool, 212
DHCP

migration, 31–32
DHCP audit file location, monitoring IP address 

utilization, 106
DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol), 63–76

DHCP Management Pack, 75
filtering, 74–75
highly available service, 65–74

DHCPv6, 72–74
failover, 67–70
failover clustering, 66–67
interoperability, 70–72
split scopes, 65–66

maintaining a database, 76
support in branch offices, 297

DHCP Management Pack, 75
DHCP Policies feature, 75

custom roles, IPAM, 110

D
Dashboard section (Remote Access Management 

Console), 161
databases

DHCP maintenance, 76
database storage, IPAM, 109
datacenter environments, DHCP filtering, 74
data collection

configuring for IPAM, 115
Data Deduplication role, 49–50
Data Deduplication Settings page, 50
Data Encryption Standard (DES), 134
DCA (DirectAccess Connectivity Assistant) 2.0, 147
dcdiag command-line tool, 274
Dclist.xml file, 213
Decline message, DHCPv6, 74
default quotas, 240
-DelegatedAdministratorAccountName parameter, 296
delegating administration, branch office security, 299–

300
delegating permissions, admin users, 243
Delegation of Control Wizard, 238–239
demilitarized zone (DMZ), 132
-DeniedList parameter, 302
-DenyPasswordReplicationAccountName 

parameter, 296
Deny rule, DHCP filters, 74
deploying certificates, VPN solutions, 130–131
deployment

branch office security, 298–302
confidential attributes, 298–299
configuring hash publication, 302
configuring PRP, 301–302
delegation of administration, 299–300
modifying filtered attributes sets, 300

DirectAccess topology, 141–144
NPS servers, 172–173
servers

automation, 1–20
file and storage services, 44–55
infrastructure, 21–26
server upgrades and migration, 28–34
VMM services, 36–42

test forests, 221–222
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DHCP Server (RPC-In) rule

NRPT (Name Resolution Policy Table), 89–91
secure name resolution, 84–86
zone signing, 86–87

-DnssecOk parameter (Resolve-DnsName cmdlet), 86
DNSSEC OK (DO) flag, 84
DNS servers

manual IPAM provisioning, 106
monitoring with IPAM, 113–114

DNS (TCP, Incoming) rule, 106
DNS (UDP, Incoming) rule, 106
DNS zones, 81

zone signing process, 86
DO (DNSSEC OK) flag, 84
domain-based DFS namespaces, 211
-DomainControllerAccountName parameter, 295
domain controllers, 278–287

choosing placement, 287
cloned domain controllers, 285–287
global catalog, 279–280
manual IPAM provisioning, 107
optimizing operations master role, 280–281
partial attribute sets, 283–284
planning proximity in site topology, 261–263
planning RODC placement, 281–282

Domainlist.xml file, editing, 213
-DomainName parameter, 295
Domain Name System. See DNS (Domain Name 

System)
domain naming master role, 280
domains

cross-domain migration, 33
design infrastructure, 194–205

altering the forest structure, 201–203
functional levels, 199–200
hybrid cloud services, 203–205
multiforest structures/trust relationships, 194–

199
upgrades, 200–201

implementing infrastructure, 209–222
configuring domain rename, 210–216
configuring Kerberos realm trusts, 217
domain migration, 218–220
domain upgrades, 217–218
forest restructure, 220–221
test forests, 221–222

Double Signature rollover, 89
DRS (Device Registration Service), 153
dsadd command-line tool, 240

DHCP Server (RPC-In) rule, 105
DHCP Server (RPCSS-In) rule, 105
DHCP servers

manual IPAM provisioning, 105–106
monitoring with IPAM, 113–114
NAP enforcement, 168

DHCPv6, 72–74
DirectAccess

deployment topology, 141–144
enterprise CA certificates, 147–148
migrating from Forefront UAG, 144–146
OTP (One-Time-Password) authentication, 146–147

DirectAccess Connectivity Assistant (DCA) 2.0, 147
DirectAccess soultions, 140–148
directory partitions, 93
Directory Service log, 275
DirSync, 204–205
disjoint namespaces, 97
DISM (Deployment Image Servicing and Management) 

utility, 1, 3
Distributed File System (DFS), 22
Distributed File System Replication (DFSR), 199
dnscmd /Config /SocketPoolExcludedPortRanges 

command, 91
dnscmd /Config /SocketPoolSize command, 91
DNS (Domain Name System), 80–98

configuring secure name resolution, 81–92
cache locking, 91
DNSSEC, 81–91
socket pools, 91

interoperability, 92
multiforest architecture, 196
name resolution for IPv6, 95–96
replication, 93–94
single-label name resolution, 95
support in branch offices, 297
zone hierarchy, 96–98

DNS dynamic updates, configuring from DHCP 
servers, 70–71

DNS flags, used with DNSSEC, 84
DNSKEY records, 86
DNS queries, 81

recursive queries, 82
DNS RRs (resource records), 87
DNSSEC, 81–91

attack methods, 83–84
chain of trust, 86
key management, 88–89
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functional levels (forests and domains)

configuring NFS, 52–55
planning considerations, 44–50

data deduplication, 49–50
iSCSI and Fibre Channel SANs, 45–46
storage management, 50
storage pools, 46–47
Storage Spaces, 47–48

Filtered Attribute Set (FAS), 282
filtered attributes sets, 300
filtering

DHCP, 74–75
FIM 2012 R2 (Forefront Identity Manager 2012 R2), 221
FIM (Forefront Identity Manager), 203
firewall rule configuration, 131–132
firewalls

NPS (Network Policy Server) infrastructure, 171
flags (DNS), used with DNSSEC, 84
Flexible Single Master Operations (FSMO) roles, 280
folder redirection, 211
Forefront Identity Manager 2012 R2 (FIM 2012 R2), 221
Forefront Identity Manager (FIM), 203
Forefront UAG DirectAccess servers, migrating 

from, 144–146
forest root domain controllers, 262
forests

design infrastructure, 194–205
altering the forest structure, 201–203
domain upgrades, 200–201
functional levels, 199–200
hybrid cloud services, 203–205
multiforest structures/trust relationships, 194–

199
implementing infrastructure, 209–222

configuring domain rename, 210–216
configuring Kerberos realm trusts, 217
domain migration, 218–220
domain upgrades, 217–218
forest restructure, 220–221
test forests, 221–222

interforest/intraforest migration, 33
test forests, 194

forest trusts, 196, 197
FQDNs (fully qualified domain names), 211
FSMO (Flexible Single Master Operations) roles, 280
full system state backup, 213–214
fully qualified domain names (FQDNs), 211
functional levels (forests and domains), 199–200

Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol. See DHCP 
(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol)

E
EAP (Extensible Authentication Protocol) enforcement 

method, 169
EAP-TLS (Extensible Authentication Protocol-Transport 

Layer Security) authentication, 134
EDNS0, 81
Enable-AdfsDeviceRegistration command, 153
Enable Load Balancing Wizard, 162
Enable Multisite Deployment Wizard, 162
enforced policies, 226–227
enforcement

NAP (Network Access Protection), 72
enforcement methods (NAP), 167–169

802.1x, 176–178
IPsec, 174–176

enterprise CA certificates, DirectAccess, 147–148
Exchange Domain Rename Fix-up Tool, 212
export feature, Forefront UAG, 145
Export-IpamAddress cmdlet, 114
Export-IpamRange cmdlet, 114
Export-IpamSubnet cmdlet, 114
Export-SmigServerSetting cmdlet, 31
Extensible Authentication Protocol (EAP) enforcement 

method, 169
Extensible Authentication Protocol-Transport Layer 

Security (EAP-TLS) authentication, 134
external clients, Web Application Proxy, 155–156
external trusts, 196, 197

F
failover clustering (DHCP), 66–67
Failover Cluster Manager, 67
failover (DHCP), 67–70
FAS (Filtered Attribute Set), 282
Fibre Channel SANs, 45–46
File And Printer Sharing exception, 219
File and Printer Sharing (NB-Session-In) rule, 105
File and Printer Sharing (SMB-In) rule, 105
file and storage services, 44–55

configuring iSCSI Target Server, 51
configuring iSNS Server, 52
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General Purpose File Server deduplication

DHCPv6, 72–74
failover, 67–70
failover clustering, 66–67
interoperability, 70–72
split scopes, 65–66

host bus adapters (HBAs), 45
hot standby mode, DHCP failover, 68–70
HRA (Health Registration Authority), 169
hybrid cloud services, 203–205
hybrid IPAM deployment, 108
Hyper-V migration, 32

I
identifying conflicts, AD replication, 274–275
-Identity parameter, 302
IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) standards

DNSSEC, 81
IIS Manager

Server Certificates page, 14
IKE (Internet Key Exchange), 134
image libraries, VMM services, 41
images

creating for use in operating system 
deployment, 3–5

implementation
active directory infrastructure

branch offices, 291–302
domain controllers, 278–287
forests and domains, 209–222
Group Policy, 225–234
permission model, 238–244
site topology, 260–274

file and storage services, 44–55
configuring iSCSI Target Server, 51
configuring iSNS Server, 52
configuring NFS, 52–55
planning considerations, 44–50

network access services
DirectAccess, 140–148
NPS (Network Policy Server), 166–178
scalable remote access solutions, 159–164
VPN solutions, 130–137
Web Application Proxy, 151–156

network services
DHCP, 63–76
DNS, 80–98

G
General Purpose File Server deduplication, 50
Get-ADComputer cmdlet, 244
Get-ADComputer PowerShell cmdlet, 106
Get-ADDCCloningExcludedApplicationList cmdlet, 285
Get-ADDomainControllerPasswordReplicationPolicy 

cmdlet, 301
Get-ADObject cmdlet, 284
Get-ADServiceAccount cmdlet, 244
Get-ADUser cmdlet, 244
Get-AzurePublishSettingsFile cmdlet, 17
Get-AzureVMImage cmdlet, 26
Get-DnsClientNrptPolicy cmdlet, 90
Get-SmigServerFeature cmdlet, 29
Get-StoragePool cmdlet, 47
Get-StorageTier cmdlet, 47
Getting Started Wizard, 143, 163
Global access scope, 110
global catalog

domain controllers, 279–280
improving branch office authentication, 297
servers, 279

GlobalNames Zone (GNZ), 95
GNZ (GlobalNames Zone), 95
Gpfixup.exe tool, 212
Group Policy

certificate-based authentication, 131
designing Active Directory infrastructure, 225–234

AGPM (Advanced Group Policy 
Management), 232–234

caching, 234
controlling GPO application, 225–228
managing GPO assignment, 229–232

Primary DNS Suffix changes, 211
Group Policy-based provisioning, IPAM, 103–105
group strategies, managing GPO assignment, 231–232

H
hardware profiles, VMM services, 39–41
hash publication, configuring, 302
HBAs (host bus adapters), 45
Health Policy, 173
Health Registration Authority (HRA), 169
help file, Windows ADK Quick Start guide, 3
highly available DHCP service, 65–74
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IPAM (IP Address Management)

Initialize-ADDeviceRegistration command, 153
Install-ADDSDomainController cmdlet, 295
installation

automated server deployment, 1–20
deploying servers to Microsoft Azure IaaS, 10–

13
deploying servers using System Center App 

Controller, 13–17
design considerations for images, 2–9
multicast deployment, 18
Windows Assessment and Deployment Kit, 9–10
Windows Deployment Services, 18–20

IPAM (IP Address Management), 103
install images, 3
Install-WindowsFeature cmdlet, 293
Install-WindowsFeature Migration cmdlet, 29
interforest migration, 33, 220
internal clients, Web Application Proxy, 155–156
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standards

DNSSEC, 81
Internet Key Exchange (IKE), 134
Internet Protocol security. See IPsec (Internet Protocol 

security)
Internet small computer system interface. See iSCSI
Internet Storage Name Server. See iSNS
interoperability

DHCP, 70–72
DNS, 92

intersite authentication, 260
intersite replication, 266
interval, intersite replication, 268, 270
intraforest migration, 33
Invoke-DnsServerZoneSign PowerShell cmdlet, 87
Invoke-IpamDhcpLease cmdlet, 114
IP addresses

migration, 114
IP Address Management. See IPAM (IP Address 

Management)
IPAM (IP Address Management), 102–116

auditing, 112–113
configuring data collection, 115
database storage, 109
integration with VMM, 115–116
managing IP addresses, 102–103
migrating IP addresses, 114
monitoring multiple DHCP and DNS servers, 113–

114
provisioning, 103–107

IPAM, 102–116
server deployment, 21–26

multiserver topology, 23–26
multisite topology and transport servers, 22–23

server upgrades and migration, 28–34
capacity and resource optimization, 34
DHCP migration, 31–32
Hyper-V migration, 32
migrating across domains and forests, 33
printer migration, 32–33
role migration, 29–31
server consolidation strategy, 33–34

Import And Update IP Address Ranges option (IPAM 
console), 114

Import-AzurePublishSettingsFile cmdlet, 17
Import-IpamAddress cmdlet, 114
Import-IpamRange cmdlet, 114
Import-IpamSubnet cmdlet, 114
Import Operating System Wizard, 8
Import-SmigServerSetting cmdlet, 31
Inbound Filters window (Routing and Remote Access 

console), 160
inbound synchronization, 222
Information-Request message, DHCPv6, 74
infrastructure

Active Directory
branch offices, 291–302
domain controllers, 278–287
forest and domain design, 194–205
forest and domain implementation, 209–222
Group Policy, 225–234
permission model, 238–244
site topology, 260–274

network services
DHCP, 63–76
DNS, 80–98
IPAM, 102–116

NPS (Network Policy Server), 170–174
creating a remediation network, 173–174
deploying a server, 172–173
firewall considerations, 171
planning capacity, 170
planning sercer placement, 171–173

server deployment, 21–26
multiserver topology, 23–26
multisite topology and transport servers, 22–23

infrastructure operations master role, 281
inheritance blocking, 226
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IPAM-related Group Policy Objects (GPOs)

M
maintenance

DHCP databases, 76
Managed By tab (RODCs), 300
management

test forests, 221–222
VMM services, 41–42

Management Pack, DHCP, 75
man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks, 83
manual provisioning, IPAM, 105–107
MAP (Microsoft Assessment and Planning) Toolkit, 34
Maximum Client Lead Time (MCLT), 69
MCLT (Maximum Client Lead Time), 69
Mcrosoft Azure IaaS, connecting to, 135–136
MDOP (Microsoft Desktop Optimization Pack), 232
MDT (Microsoft Deployment Toolkit), 5–9
message types, DHCPv6, 73–74
Microsoft Assessment and Planning (MAP) Toolkit, 34
Microsoft Azure

Affinity Groups, 12
command-line interface, 17
Settings page, 12–13

Microsoft Azure IaaS
deploying servers to, 10–13, 25–26

Microsoft Azure Management Portal, configuring 
Microsoft Azure Virtual Network, 135

Microsoft Azure Virtual Network, 135
Microsoft Deployment Toolkit (MDT), 5–9
Microsoft Desktop Optimization Pack (MDOP), 232
Microsoft Management Console (MMC), launching, 14
Microsoft Management Console (MMC) snap-in, 284
Microsoft Point-to-Point Encryption (MPPE), 134
Microsoft Web Platform installer, 16
migration

domains, 218–220
IP addresses, 114
server deployment, 28–34

capacity and resource optimization, 34
DHCP migration, 31–32
Hyper-V migration, 32
migrating across domains and forests, 33
printer migration, 32–33
role migration, 29–31
server consolidation strategy, 33–34

MITM (man-in-the-middle) attacks, 83
MMC (Microsoft Management Console), launching, 14
MMC (Microsoft Management Console) snap-in, 284

Group Policy-based provisioning, 103–105
manual provisioning, 105–107

role-based access control, 109–112
access policies, 111–112
access scopes, 110–111

server replacement, 107–108
IPAM-related Group Policy Objects (GPOs), 103–104
IP Inter-Site transports, 270
IPsec (Internet Protocol security)

NAP enforcement, 169, 174–176
IPv6

name resolution, 95–96
IQN (iSCSI Qualified Name), 51
iSCSI (Internet small computer system interface)

planning considerations, 45–46
Target Server, configuring, 51

iSCSI Qualified Name (IQN), 51
isMemberOfPartialAttributeSet flag, 284
iSNS (Internet Storage Name Server), configuring, 52

K
KCC (Knowledge Consistency Checker), 264
KDC (Key Distribution Center) support, 200
Kerberos delegation

designing AD permission model, 244
Kerberos realm trusts, configuring, 217
Key Distribution Center (KDC) support, 200
key management, DNSSEC, 88–89
Key Master, 88
Key Pre-publication, 89
key rollover, 88
key signing key (KSK), 86, 88–89
Knowledge Consistency Checker (KCC), 264
KSK (key signing key), 86, 88–89

L
L2TP (Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol), 134
Layer 2 Tunneling Protocol (L2TP), 134
load balancing mode, DHCP failover, 68–69
logical networks, VMM services, 42
logical switches, 42
loopback processing, 227
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monitoring for compliance, 178
NAP enforcement methods, 167–169

scalable remote access solutions, 159–164
advanced DirectAccess solutions, 163
configuring packet filters, 160
configuring RADIUS server groups, 163
configuring remote access clustered with 

NLB, 162
configuring site-to-site VPNs, 159–160
configuring Web Application Proxy for 

clustering, 164
multisite remote access, 161–162
packet tracing, 161–162

VPN solutions, 130–137
bandwidth requirements, 133–134
client/site-to-site connections, 132–133
CMAK, 136–137
configuring firewalls, 131–132
connecting to MIcrosoft Azure IaaS, 135–136
deploying certificates, 130–131
protocol implications, 134

Web Application Proxy, 151–156
access for internal/external clients, 155–156
authentication and authorization, 152–154
certificates, 155
multifactor access control, 155
multifactor authentication, 154
planning for applications, 151–152
SSO (Single Sign-On), 155
using devices, 154
Workplace Join, 153–154

Network Address Translation (NAT), 135
network configuration files, 135
Network File System (NFS), configuring, 52–55
Network Load Balancing (NLB), 143
Network Policies, 173
network services

DHCP, 63–76
DHCP Management Pack, 75
filtering, 74–75
highly available service, 65–74
maintaining a database, 76

DNS, 80–98
cache locking, 91
configuring secure name resolution, 81–92
interoperability, 92
name resolution for IPv6, 95–96
replication, 93–94

monitoring
DHCP and DNS servers with IPAM, 113–114
NAP compliance, 178

Move-IpamDatabase cmdlet, 109
MPPE (Microsoft Point-to-Point Encryption), 134
msDS-DefaultQuota attribute, configuring, 241
msDS-GenerationID, 285
msDS-TombstoneQuotaFactor attribute, 241
msDS-UpdateScript attribute, 215
multicast server deployment, 18
multifactor access control, Web Application Proxy, 155
multifactor authentication, Web Application Proxy, 154
multiforest structures, 194–199
multiserver topology, configuring, 23–26
multisite remote access, 161–162
multisite topology

server deployment infrastructure, 22–23
multitenant site-to-site VPNs, 133

N
Name Resolution Policy Table (NRPT), 89–91
name resolution solution strategy. See DNS (Domain 

Name System)
name server (NS) records, 97
NAP Client Configuration MMC snap-in, 167
NAP Client Configuration window, 167
NAP logging, 178
NAP (Network Access Protection), 71–72

enforcement methods, 167–169
802.1x, 176–178
IPsec, 174–176

NAT (Network Address Translation), 135
Negative response, DNS queries, 83
NETSH command-line tool, 167
Network Access Protection (NAP), 71–72
network access services

DirectAccess, 140–148
deployment topology, 141–144
enterprise CA certificates, 147–148
migrating from Forefront UAG, 144–146
OTP (One-Time-Password) authentication, 146–

147
NPS (Network Policy Server), 166–178

802.1x NAP enforcement, 176–178
infrastructure, 170–174
IPsec NAP enforcement, 174–176
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configuring, 90–91
NRPT (Name Resolution Policy Table), 89–91
nsDS-DnsRootAlias attribute, 215
NSEC3 (Next Secure 3) records, 87
NSEC (Next Secure) records, 87
Nslookup tool, 86
NS (name server) records, 97
NTDS Settings, 279
NTDS Site Settings, 296
NTDS Site Settings node, 264

O
object security

designing AD permission model, 238–240
offline migrations, 144–146
one-way transitive trusts, 33
one-way trusts, 198
operating system profiles

VMM services, 38–39
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roles, 280–281
optimization
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Options page (New Deployment Share Wizard), 7
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DirectAccess, 146–147
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Server for NFS, 53

P
packet filters, configuring, 160
packet tracing, 161–162
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for Web Application Proxy, 153

single-label name resolution, 95
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zone hierarchy, 96–98
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configuring data collection, 115
database storage, 109
integration with VMM, 115–116
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monitoring multiple DHCP and DNS 
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role-based access control, 109–112
server replacement, 107–108

New-ADComputer cmdlet, 244
New-ADDCCloneConfigFile cmdlet, 285
New-ADServiceAccount cmdlet, 244
New-ADUser cmdlet, 244
New Deployment Share Wizard, 6–7
New function, Microsoft Azure, 11–12
New Guest OS Profile Wizard, 38–39
New Hardware Profile Wizard, 39–40
New iSCSI Virtual Disk Wizard, 51
New Physical Computer Profile Wizard, 41
New Scope Wizard, 72
New Share Wizard, 53–54
New-StorageTier cmdlet, 47
New Trust Wizard, 217
New Zone Delegation Wizard, 96
Next Secure 3 (NSEC3) records, 87
Next Secure (NSEC) records, 87
NFS (Network File System), configuring, 52–55
NLB clusters

configuring remote access, 162
NLB (Network Load Balancing), 143
NPS (Network Policy Server), 166–178

802.1x NAP enforcement, 176–178
infrastructure, 170–174

creating a remediation network, 173–174
deploying a server, 172–173
firewall considerations, 171
planning capacity, 170
planning sercer placement, 171–173

monitoring for compliance, 178
NAP enforcement for IPsec, 174–176
NAP enforcement methods, 167–169
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iSNS Server, 52
storage pools, 46–47

Protected Extensible Authentication Protocol-Transport 
Layer Security (PEAP-TLS), 169

Protected Users group, 200
protocols

VPN solutions
certificate-based authentication, 130
implications of protocols, 134
network ports, 132

provisioning IPAM, 103–107
Group Policy-based provisioning, 103–105
manual provisioning, 105–107

Provision IPAM Wizard, 103–104
PRP (Password Replication Policy), configuring, 301–

302
public cloud

deploying servers to, 26
public IPv4 addresses, 135
public key infrastructure (PKI), 134
published applications, 151
PXE (Preboot eXecution Environment), 2

Q
quotas

designing AD permission model, 240–241

R
RADIUS accounting, 178
RADIUS (Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service) 

servers
authentication, 147
configuring, 163

RAID (redundant arrays of independent disks), 47
RAS Connection Manager Administration Kit, installing 

CMAK, 136
read-only domain controllers (RODCs)

branch office deployment, 292–296
planning placement, 281–282

-ReadOnlyReplica parameter, 295
realm trusts, 196, 197

configuring Kerberos realm trusts, 217
Rebind message, DHCPv6, 73
Reconfigure message, DHCPv6, 74

Password Replication Policy (PRP), configuring, 301–
302

password synchronization, 204
PDC (primary domain controller) role, 280 
PEAP-TLS (Protected Extensible Authentication 

Protocol-Transport Layer Security), 169
performing domain rename, 212–214
perimeter network, 132
permission model, design, 238–244

admin tools, 243
delegating permission on admin users, 243
Delegation of Control Wizard, 241–242
Kerberos delegation, 244
object security, 238–240
quotas, 240–241

physical structure (Active Directory). See Active 
Directory, infrastructure

PKI (public key infrastructure), 134
placement, domain controllers, 287
planning

file and storage services, 44–50
data deduplication, 49–50
iSCSI and Fibre Channel SANs, 45–46
storage management, 50
storage pools, 46–47
Storage Spaces, 47–48

RODC placement, 281–282
server deployment

automation, 1–20
file and storage services, 44–55
infrastructure, 21–26
server upgrades and migration, 28–34
VMM services, 36–42

Point to Point Tunneling Protocol (PPTP), 134
Positive response, DNS queries, 82
PPTP (Point to Point Tunneling Protocol), 134
preauthentication, AD FS authentication for Web 

Application Proxy, 153
Preboot eXecution Environment (PXE), 2
Prestaged Devices (Active Directory), 22
Primary DNS Suffix changes, 211
primary domain controller (PDC) role, 280
primordial storage pool, 46
printer migration, 32–33
private cloud

deploying servers to, 26
private domains, 96
Properties page
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DNS, 93–94
replication (AD)

identifying and resolving conflicts, 274–275
optimization, 264–269

Reply message, DHCPv6, 74
Request message, DHCPv6, 73
requirements

branch office infrastructure, 297–298
multisite remote access, 162

Reset-DnsServerZoneKeyMasterRole cmdlet, 88
Resize-StorageTier cmdlet, 47
Resolve-DnsName cmdlet, 86
resolving conflicts, AD replication, 274–275
resource optimization, server deployment, 34
resource records (RRs), DNS, 87
restructuring forests, 202–203, 220–221
reverse lookups, 95
roaming user profiles, 211
RODCs (read-only domain controllers)

branch office deployment, 292–296
planning placement, 281–282

role-based access control, IPAM, 109–112
access policies, 111–112
access scopes, 110–111
roles, 109–110

roles
IPAM role-based access control, 109–110
migration, 29–31
operations masters, 280–281

root domains, 96
Routing and Remote Access console

configuring packet filters, 160–161
Routing and Remote Access Service (RRAS) role, 141
RPC Endpoint Mapper (TCP, Incoming) rule, 106
RPC (TCP, Incoming) rule, 106
RRAS (Routing and Remote Access Service) role, 141
RRs (resource records), DNS, 87
rule-based synchronization, 222
Run As accounts, 37

S
SANs (storage area networks), 45
SAN (subject alternative name) certificates, 155
scalable remote access solutions, 159–164

advanced DirectAccess solutions, 163
configuring packet filters, 160

recursive DNS queries, 82
redundant arrays of independent disks (RAID), 47
Referral response, DNS queries, 83
regional domain controllers, placement, 287
Register-DnsServerDirectoryPartition command, 94
relative ID (RID) master role, 281
Relay-Forward message, DHCPv6, 74
Relay-Reply message, DHCPv6, 74
Release message, DHCPv6, 74
remediation network, NPS servers, 173–174
remote access. See network access services
Remote Access Management Console

Dashboard section, 161
Remote Access Server Setup Wizard, 141–142, 147–148
Remote Access Setup Wizard, 163
Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) 

servers. See RADIUS servers
Remote Event Log Management (RPC-EPMAP) 

rule, 105, 106, 107
Remote Event Log Management (RPC) rule, 105, 106, 

107
Remote Service Management (NP-In) rule, 106
Remote Service Management (RPC-EPMAP) rule, 105, 

106
Remote Service Management (RPC) rule, 105, 106
Remove-ADDomainControllerPasswordReplicationPoli

cy cmdlet, 301
Remove-StorageTier cmdlet, 47
renaming domains, 210–216

completing rename, 215–216
performing rename, 212–214
preparation, 210–212

rendom /end command, 214
rendom /execute command, 214
Rendom.exe tool, 212
rendom /list command, 213
rendom /prepare command, 213
rendom /upload command, 213
Renew message, DHCPv6, 73
repadmin commands, 274–275
Repadmin.exe tool, 212
repadmin /syncall /d /e /P /q DcDnsName 

NewDomainDN command, 214
repadmin /syncall /d /e /P /q DomainNamingMaster 

command, 213
Replicate This Attribute To The Global Catalog check 

box, 284
replication
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side-by-side migrations, 144–145
SIM (System Image Manager), 9
single-label DNS name resolution, 95
single-name certificates, 155
single-root I/O virtualization (SR-IOV), 42
single sign-on (SSO), 205
Single Sign-On (SSO), Web Application Proxy, 155
site link bridging, 267
site-linked GPOs, 229
site links (Active Directory), design, 269–273
-SiteName parameter, 295
site topology (Active Directory), 260–274

designing site links, 269–273
identifying and resolving replication conflicts, 274–

275
optimizing Active Directory replication, 264–269
planning domain controller proximity, 261–263

site-to-site connections, VPN solutions, 132–133
site-to-site VPNs, configuring, 159–160
slow-link processing, 230–231
SMB (Server Message Block) file share, 44
smigdeploy.exe tool, 30
SMTP Inter-Site transports, 270
socket pools, DNS, 91
SoFS (Scale-Out File Server) configuration, 44
Solicit message, DHCPv6, 73
split scopes (DHCP), 65–66
SPN (service principal name) management, 200
spoofing attacks, 83
SR-IOV (single-root I/O virtualization), 42
SRV (service location) records, 92
SSL (Secure Sockets Layer), 134
SSO (single sign-on), 205
SSO (Single Sign-On), Web Application Proxy, 155
SSTP (Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol), 134
stateful DHCPv6, 72
stateless DHCPv6, 72
State Switchover Interval, 70
storage area networks (SANs), 45
storage pools, 46–47
storage services, 44–55

configuring iSCSI Target Server, 51
configuring iSNS Server, 52
configuring NFS, 52–55
planning considerations, 44–50

data deduplication, 49–50
iSCSI and Fibre Channel SANs, 45–46
storage management, 50

configuring RADIUS server groups, 163
configuring remote access clustered with NLB, 162
configuring site-to-site VPNs, 159–160
configuring Web Application Proxy for 

clustering, 164
multisite remote access, 161–162
packet tracing, 161–162

Scale-Out File Server (SoFS) configuration, 44
schedule, intersite replication, 268, 270
schema master role, 280
secure name resolution, configuring, 81–92

cache locking, 91
DNSSEC, 81–91
DNS socket pools, 91

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), 134
Secure Socket Tunneling Protocol (SSTP), 134
security

DNS infrastructure, 81
security group filters, 227–228
security principals, quotas, 240
security token service (STS), 205
Security Translation Wizard, 220
Server Certificates page (IIS Manager), 14
server consolidation strategy, 33–34
Server Message Block (SMB) file share, 44
servers

deployment
automation, 1–20
file and storage services, 44–55
infrastructure, 21–26
server upgrades and migration, 28–34
VMM services, 36–42

planning IPAM server replacement, 107–108
service location (SRV) records, 92
service principal name (SPN) management, 200
services, VMM, 41
Service Template Designer (VMM), 37
Set-ADComputer cmdlet, 244
Set-ADServiceAccount cmdlet, 244
Set-ADUser cmdlet, 244
Set-DnsServerCache cmdlet, 92
Set-DnsServerCache -LockingPercent command, 92
Set-DnsServerGlobalNameZone PowerShell cmdlet, 95
Set-StorageTier cmdlet, 47
Settings page, Microsoft Azure, 12–13
settings, slow-linked processing, 230
shortcut trusts, 196, 198
SHVs (system health validators), 173
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Update-WebApplicationProxyDeviceRegistration 
command, 153

upgrades
domains, 217–218
server deployment, 28–34

capacity and resource optimization, 34
DHCP migration, 31–32
Hyper-V migration, 32
migrating across domains and forests, 33
printer migration, 32–33
role migration, 29–31
server consolidation strategy, 33–34

User Datagram Protocol (UDP) ports, 171

V
Validate Configuration Wizard, 67
VDI (Virtual Desktop Infrastructure) Server 

deduplication, 50
virtual deployment scenarios, 2
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) Server 

deduplication, 50
virtual local area networks (VLANs), 133
Virtual Machine Manager. See VMM (Virtual Machine 

Manager) services
virtual private networks. See VPNs
Virtual SAN Manager, 46
VLANs (virtual local area networks), 133
VM-GenerationID, 285
VMM (Virtual Machine Manager)

integration with IPAM, 115–116
VMM (Virtual Machine Manager) services, 36–42

hardware and capability profiles, 39–41
image and template libraries, 41
logical networks, 42
managing services, 41
operating system ptofiles, 38–39
template design, 37–38

VPNs (virtual private networks), 130–137
bandwidth requirements, 133–134
client/site-to-site connections, 132–133
CMAK, 136–137
configuring firewalls, 131–132
configuring site-to-site VPNs, 159–160
connecting to MIcrosoft Azure IaaS, 135–136
deploying certificates, 130–131
NAP enforcement, 169

storage pools, 46–47
Storage Spaces, 47–48

Storage Spaces, 47–48
StorageTierSupportedSize cmdlet, 47
STS (security token service), 205
subject alternative name (SAN) certificates, 155
Sysprep (System Preparation) tool, 4
System Center App Controller

deploying servers to, 13–17, 26
System Center Configuration Manager, 166
System Center VMM, 50
system health validators (SHVs), 173
System Image Manager (SIM), 9
System Preparation (Sysprep) tool, 4
System Volume Warning message, 24

T
tasks, IPAM data collection, 115
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VMM services, 37–38, 41
test forests, 194, 221–222
time zone differences, replication schedules, 271
TPM (Trusted Platform Module)-based virtual smart 

cards, 147
traffic controls, 177
transitive trusts, 33
transitivity between site links, 270
Transport Server role service, 18
transport servers, configuring, 22–23
Triple DES (3DES), 134
trust anchor, DNSSEC signed zones, 86
Trusted Platform Module (TPM)-based virtual smart 

cards, 147
trust relationships, 194, 194–199, 196–199
trusts, 33
two-factor authentication, 146–147
two-way transitive trusts, 33
two-way trusts, 198

U
UDP (User Datagram Protocol) ports, 171
UGMC (Universal Group Membership Caching), 296
Universal Group Membership Caching (UGMC), 296
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Configure NAP, 172, 175
Connection Manager Administration Kit, 136
Create Capability Profile, 39–40
Create Cluster, 67
Create IP Pool, 42
Create Multicast Transmission, 18
Create Run As Account, 37
Delegation of Control, 241–242
Delegation Of Control, 238–239
Enable Load Balancing, 162
Enable Multisite Deployment, 162
Getting Started, 143, 163
Import Operating System, 8
New Deployment Share, 6–7
New Guest OS Profile, 38–39
New Hardware Profile, 39–40
New iSCSI Virtual Disk, 51
New Physical Computer Profile, 41
New Scope, 72
New Share, 53–54
New Trust, 217
New Zone Delegation, 96
Provision IPAM, 103–104
Remote Access Server Setup, 141–142, 147–148
Remote Access Setup, 163
Security Translation, 220
Validate Configuration, 67
Web Application Proxy Configuration, 152, 164
Zone Signing, 87

WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation) 
filters, 228

workflows, 222
Workplace Join, 153–154
WSMT (Windows Server Migration Tools), 29

Z
zone delegation, DNS, 96–97
zone hierarchy, DNS, 96–98
zone signing, DNSSEC, 86–87
zone signing key (ZSK), 86, 88–89
Zone Signing Wizard, 87
ZSK (zone signing key), 86, 88–89

network protocols, 132
protocol implications, 134

W
WAIK (Windows Automated Installation Kit), 6
WDSUTIL command-line utility, 25
WDS (Windows Deployment Services), 18–20
Web Application Proxy, 151–156

access for internal/external clients, 155–156
authentication and authorization, 152–154
certificates, 155
configuring for clustering, 164
multifactor access control, 155
multifactor authentication, 154
planning for applications, 151–152
SSO (Single Sign-On), 155
using devices, 154
Workplace Join, 153–154

Web Application Proxy Configuration Wizard, 152, 164
web-based enrollment, certificate-based 

authentication, 131
Web Platform installer, 16
wildcard certificates, 155
Windows ADK Quick Start guide, help file, 3
Windows Assessment and Deployment Kit (ADK), 9–10
Windows Automated Installation Kit (WAIK), 6
Windows Deployment Services (WDS), 18–20
Windows Internet Name Service (WINS), 95
Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI) 

filters, 228
Windows PowerShell

deploying servers to public/private cloud, 26
Microsoft Azure, 16–17

Windows Security Health Validator, 173
Windows Server Migration Tools (WSMT), 29
Windows Update Standalone Installer file, 243
WINS (Windows Internet Name Service), 95
wizards

Active Directory Domain Services 
Configuration, 217, 293

Add An Entry Point, 162
Add Network Service, 115
Add Node, 67
Add Prestaged Device, 23
Certificate Export, 15
Configure Failover, 68
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